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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Nature and Scope of the Study 
Purpose of the study.-- The purpose of this study is to reveal 
the nature of the occupational information content that is included 
in school music books, and to indicate how this information can be 
used to contribute to the school's occupational information program. 
The specific aims are (a) to emphasize the need of teaching 
occupational information through the study of school subjects, (b) 
to analyze material which has definite occupational information con-
tent, (c) to formulate recommendations for presenting occupational 
information through the study of music. 
The study presents the results of the analysis made of four 
selected music series as to (a) occupational titles, (b) kinds of 
information related to specific occupations, (c) kirrls of infor-
mation descriptive of workers, and (d) suggested methods for im-
parting occupational information. 
Scope of the study.-- This study is limited to the infor-
mation found in four music series published by four companies. 
The grade levels range from one through nine. 
Justification 
The need for teaching occupational information.-- It has 
become more apparent that our schools must assume their share of 
1 
the task in helping youth to grow up vocationally. The student neai s 
a knowledge of the world of work and methods of career selection if 
he is to lay a sound foundation for success in his life. y 
Bacher and Berkowitz stress the need for imparting such in-
formation by stating: 
y 
The task of telling young people what they want to 
know about jobs is one of the most urgent that educators 
face. Such assistance for all young people is now gener-
ally recognized as a vital necessity. 
In further recognition of the problem, Professor Harry D. 
Kitson states that: 
Even though the elementary school cannot possibly 
prepare a child of fourteen or sixteen to be a successful 
worker in any occupation requiring a very high degree of 
skill, it can seek to prepare the pupil for the non-
vocational duties of life and then Jay a general foun-
dation of rudiments upoh which he can base the special 
training required in higher occupations. 
Giving due consideration to the need of this information 
J! 
Brewer and Landy emphasize the fact that: 
Self-discovery alone is quite . inadequate without 
ge~~ing acquainted with the world Qf occupations. Schools 
have come increasingly to recognize the importance of pro-
viding adequate vocational guidance for their pupil s. 
Boys and girls must understand occupational life so that 
they can cooperate in solving the difficult problem ~ 
building a better vocational and economic life. 
Today the need for teaching occupational information seems 
1 0. R. Bacher and G. J. Berkowitz, School Courses and Related Careers, 
Science Research Associates, Chicago, Ill. 1941, p. 5 
?J Harry D. Kitson, The Psychology of Vocational Adjustment, J. B. Lippin-
cott Company, Chicago, Ill. 1925. 
2/ John M. Brewer and Edward Landy, Occupations of Today, Ginn and Company, 
Boston, M8 ss. 1943, pref. iii 
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greater than ever as is pointed out by Dr. Billings. 
Studies of the occupational preferences of high school 
pupi~s show a narrow range of choice resulting from the 
restricted number of occupations known to them. Such 
limitation of choice is caused to some extent by lack of 
though~!ul consideration, but to a far greater extent by 
lack of opportunity to acquire a broader and more compre-
hensive knowledge of the occupations open to choice. y 
c. L. Shartle feels that the need is imperative for the de-
il velopment of an occupational information program. 
I 
'I I. 
II 
I 
Millions of decisions are made each day on the basis 
of occupational information. Occupational Information 1/ 
has had an extensive growth during the past ten years and 
promises to be of even greater importance during the next 
decade, it is imperative that educators consider the de-
velopment of such a program. 
Further stressing of this point, by the author, is found in 
the following statement -
!:J 
Occupational information may be the important evi-
dence that causes the migration of a thousand workers, 
that sends thousands of persons back to school or, t he 
converse, influences thousands of students to leave 
school and accept jobs. 
21 
Dr. Billings expresses her thoughts on the need of educational 
and vocational adjustment by stating: 
The fundamental purpose of education is to enable 
individuals to adjust themselves to life situations and 
1/ Mildred L. Billings, Group Methods of Studying Occupations, International 
1
Textbook Company, Scranton, Penn. 1941, p. 10 
I~ C. L. Shartle, Occupational Information, Prentice-Hall, New York. 1946, 
,p. 1 
I 
2./ Ibid., pre£. vii 
!:J Ibid., p. 1 
,5/ M. L. Billings, Grout Methods of Studying Occupations, International 
"l"extbook Company, Scran on, Penn. 1941, p. 31 
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to become useful members of society. Help toward 
vocational adjustmeDt, which includes the organized 
study of information needed for guidance, is there-
fore one of the most important services of education. 
Objectives of the occupational information program.-- In y 
considering desirable objectives Cohen, Ganley and Grady st reae the 
1 importance of facing realities. 
The swiftly changing industrial, economical, and 
social scenes require that our youth as well as adult s 
learn what opportunities await them, what problems they 
must face, what personal q~alifications they must 
possess, and what preparation they must have in order 
to make the most of their opportunities and to adjust 
themselves to the new situation. y 
Dr. Mildred Lincoln Billings has very ably, after considering 
seventy-five outlines in which definite statements of objectives were 
found, made a summary of the major points which are as follows: 
1. To give a broad general survey of occupations in 
order to broaden pupils' outlook on vocational life and 
to enlarge their interests. 
2. To bring out qualities of character and attit udes 
essential for success in school or elsewhere, and to 
develop worthy habits of work and conduct. 
3. To aid pupils in studying their interests and 
abilities and in shaping the development of these along 
purposeful lines. 
4. To provide accurate unbiased sources of infor-
mation about schools and occupati~ns, and thus to protect 
from false and misleading information and counsel. 
5. To train pupils in right methods of investigation, 
to develop in them techniques for obtaining information, 
reliable criteria for evaluating it, and thus to make each 
individual of the group increasingly capable of self-
guidance in adjusting to school and occupational life. 
6. To assist pupils in their application of infor-
YD. Cohen, M. Ganley and Wm. Grady, Opportunity, Thomas Nelson and Sons, 
. New York. 1939, pref. xi 
y Mildred Lincoln Billings, Group Methods of Studying Occupations, Inter-
national Textbook Company, Scranton, Penn. 1941, P• 18 
4 
T -~-~~ mation and e:xperienoe gained, to the ·tentative formu-
11 lation of suitable educational and vocational plans; 
1l and to cooperate with parents to this end. 
I 7. To develop attitudes of respect for and appreci-
l ation of all socially useful work. 
8. To create a desire to serve and to fill a 
helpful place in the world of work. 
I 
9. To study occupational relationships, to com-
prehend the significance of the interdependence of 
workers, and to see the part each worker plays in the 
whole scheme of society. 
10. To study economic and social conditions of 
occupational life in order that pupils may develop an 
intelligent and cooperative attitude toward the problems 
involved. 
11. To encourage pupils to think seriously about 
several occupations in which they are interested and to 
help them to secure and evaluate specific information 
concerning those occupations of individual interest. 
12. To consider the worthy use of leisure as com-
plimentary to well-rounded vocational life. 
13. To give pupils access to information about work 
opportunities in fields for which they are fitted and to 
train them in techniques of obtaining employment. 
14. To study impartially the problems of occupational 
life, including functions of labor and employer organi-
zations; legislation affecting working conditions, securi-
ty of employment, and protection of employer and employee; 
attitude conducive to proper adjustment on the part of 
both. 
15. To study occupations of importance in the local 
community, with particular reference to conditions of 
employment, overcrowding, or demands for workers in 
specific fields. 
Irnportance of imparting occupational information through regu-
lar school subjects.-- Many schools throughout the country have already 
recognized the responsibility for providing in their curricular oppor-
tunities for giving to the youth of today vital information pertaining 
to the world of work. Because some school systems have failed to re-
J/ 
cognize such responsibility Dr. Forrester sets forth the following 
'1/ Gertrude Forrester, Methods of Vocational Guidance, Heath & Company, 
~.Boston, Mass. 1944, pref. vi 
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One may question the need for g~v~ng information 
about occupations outside of a course in 11 occupations11 , 
which is widely recognized as an important part of the 
regular academic curriculum on a par with algebra or 
American history. Unfortunately however, this course 
does not exist in most schools. If the pupils are to 
receive adequate instruction in occupations, it must 
come through all subjects already in the curriculum, 
and through all subjects in the curriculum. Further-
more, even when a pupil has had a unit in occupations 
in the eighth or ninth grade, there is a need for a 
continuing of the study of changing interests, con-
ditions, trends and demands . y 
In further stressing this point Bacher and Berkowitz 
quote such authorities as Hamrin and Nelson as suggesting that 
The world should be brought to the attention of 
students throughout their school life by every possible 
means. An excellent way of doing this is by relating 
school studies to jobs, and by showing the education 
necessary for specific vocations. 
Vocational choosing is a long time process and 
not an event which occurs at one time. Likewise 
helping youth acquire vocational information is a 
continuous educational responsibility of all those 
in contact with youth. 
The same authors place responsibility at every level of 
school life for aiding young people to understand the vocational world. 
There is no special year, school, class or coun-
seling situation which alone can fill the need for 
bringing the world of work to young people. Yet, at 
every level of school life and in every class, some-
thing can be done to enable students to get a better 
understanding of the vocational world in which they 
live. Even in the lower elementary grades, pupils 
visiting the post office should have their attention 
directed to what t he mail carrier and the office 
1' 1;......,......,..-.,.....--=-----=~~ 1/ 0. R. Bacher and G. J. Berkord tz, School Courses , Science Research Associates, Chicago, Ill. 1941, ani Related Careers, P• 5. 
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clerks have to do, as well as to an understanding of 
how letters are mailed and received. 
In considering the practical along with the cultural aspect 
of using subject matter as one of the vehicles for imparting occupational 
]J 
information Professor Harry D. Kitson has definitely expressed his 
thoughts on the matter. 
It is just as essential to know the parts played 
in civilization by the plumber and the astronomer, 
a.s to know the parts played by Nero and Queen 
Elizabeth. y 
Dr. Billings feels that, because of its organization, the 
school must take the responsibility of giving to its students types of 
occupational information needed in meeting the demands of our economic 
life. 
The responsibility of the school for helping 
young people to grow in educational and vocational 
understaniing, and to develop attitudes in harmony 
with the demands of social and economic life, be-
comes apparent. While it i s recognized that this 
is a joint responsibility of the home, the school, 
through its organization is best equipped to pro-
vide opportunities for acquiring educational and 
vocational information during the vital years of 
development when pupils' choices are pending. 
Since there has been an amazing growth of music interest in 
the public schools it can no longer be regarded as just an extra-curricu-
lar activity. It has won a definite place in the curriculum, and should 
prove to be a fertile field in which to sow many fruitful seeds of oc-
cupational information. 
!/Harry D. Kitson, 1'Vocational Guidance Through School Subjectsn, Teachers 
l __ College Record, xxviii, May 1927 
'-2/ M. L. Billings, Group Methods of Stl.rlyi, Occupations, International 
; T'extbook Company. Scranton, Pa. 1941, P• 7 
_7 
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Another reason for this study is due to the fact that the in-
terest in and preparation for teaching music in the grades in many cases 
has been found lacking, the result being that this subject even with its 
social and emotional aspect has been neglected. Here would seem to be a 
real need for stimulation, which may well come from a common interest in 
vital information about the world of work, using many of the well-organ-
ized music series as a basis. 
By correlating music and occupational information there is 
reason to expect a two-fold outcome. First, the acquisition by pupils 
of essential information, attitudes, and appreciations with respect to 
occupational life, and secondly, a fuller appreciation of how the work 
life of the peoples of all nations can be effectively related through 
the medium of song. 
Since music is a universal language irrespective of race, 
creed or color it appears to be an ideal vehicle through which one may 
appreciate what goes on in the world of work. 
I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Preliminary Investigation 
Problems presented in selecting the number of series to be 
reviewed.-- Upon making extensive investigations as to the various 
series available in the schools of Rhode Island it was found that eight 
music series were in use, a number too great for the purpose intended. 
Criteria needed for selection of available series.-- The 
recognition of many and valuable changes being made in material pre-
sented in the music books led to the first criterion as being the recen-
cy of publication. This criterion would assure considering new and 
valuable material. The second criterion was the extent to which the 
series were being used in the schools. For a study of this kind the 
series extensively used would provide more helpful findings t han those 
with limited use. 
With these criteria in mind the writer visited various publish-
ing houses where recommendations were made as to the most ~~dely used 
and the latest publications. The t exts were studied with view toward 
recency of publication and probabl~ common use, and it was felt that 
an analysis of four series would provide a working basis for the study. 
The final choice of series included the following publications: 
9 
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Series Selected 
I The World of Music 
Editors: Mabel Glenn 
,, 
Helen s. Leavitt 
Victor L. F. Rebman 
II Earl L. Baker 
Art Editor: C. Valentine Kirby 
Publisher: Ginn and Company, New York 
Copyrights: 1941 to 1943 inclusive. 
II A Singing School 
Editors: Theresa Armitage 
Peter W. Dykema 
Gladys Pitcher 
Floy Adele Rossman 
J. Lillian Vandevere 
Art Editor: Martha P ewell Setchell 
Publisher: C. C. Birchard and Company, Boston 
Copyrights: . 1939 to 1946 inclusive •. 
III New Music Horizons 
Editors: Osbourne McConathy 
Russell V. Morgan 
James L. Mursell 
Marshall Bartholomew 
Mabel E. Bray 
==-~=====================================~======== 
l l 
Edward Bailey Birge 
Harry Robert Wilson 
John W. Beattie 
Art Editors: Lloyd J. Dotterer 
Jules Gotlieb 
Priscilla Pointer 
Publisher: Silver Burdett Company, New York 
Copyrights: 1936 to 1947 inclusive 
IV The American Singer 
Editors: John W. Beattie 
Josephine Wolverton 
Grace V. Wilson 
Howard Hinga 
William C. Bridgman 
Louis Woodson Curtis 
Art Editors: Corinne Malvern 
Janet Smalley 
Jeanne McLavy 
Publisher: American Book Company, New York 
.I 
Copyrights: 
I 1944 to 1948 inclusive 
I 
I 
,I 
I I 
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Description of Music Series 
Series I.- The World of Music Series published by Ginn and 
Company includes eleven books planned for use in Grades I to IX in-
elusive. Most of the lower grade books in this series have been re-
vised and enlarged. Each book is substantially bound in very attractive 
colors with a descriptive title for each book or grade. The size of the 
volume ranges from 6! by 8 inches to 6 3/4 by ~ inches according to the 
age and grade level. Every book contains several reproductions of noted 
pictures and numerous original illustrations. 
The purpose of this series is to develop a music vocabulary 
and broaden the child's experience in music. The editors have aimed to 
correlate the songs with the child 1's studies, interests and experiences. 
Following is the title and a brief connotation for each book. 
Book I. •Listen and Sing" 
This volume includes 150 songs which are classified according 
to Home and School, Seasons, Special Days, Stories and Imagination, 
Night and Morning, What Grown-Ups Do, Animals and Birds, Nonsense and 
Funny Songs, Out in the Country, Pets and Toys, Social Relationship, 
Development of Character, Trees and Flowers, Games and Play. 
Book II. "Tuning Upt1 
This volume includes 171 songs of which 113 are living folk 
songs and 58 are selected composed songs. The content is classified 
according to Home and School, Community Life, In the Country, Earth, 
Sea and Sky, Trees and Flowers, Birds and Animals, Games and. Play, 
Humor and Nonsense, Our Country's Citizenship, Water, Wind and Weather, 
---~  
' ..--- I 
t 
I 
II 
Travel, Seasonal Songs, Special Days, Imagination Stories, Social 
I 
Relationship, Health Songs, Development of Character. 
I Book III. •Rhythms and Rimes" 
This volume includes 168 songs of which ll6 are living folk 
songs and 52 are composed songs selected from Bach, Brahms, Mozart and 
I 
I 
,: 
I other Master composers, plus the works of contemporary composers. The 
content is classified according to Home and School, Community Life, 
Occupations, Social Relationship, In the Country, Earth, Sea, and 
Sky, Water, Wind, and Weather, Trees and Flowers, Birds and Animals, 
Games and Play, Humor and Nonsense, Invention, Travel, other Peoples, 
Seasonal Songs, Special Days, Imagination, Stories, Our Country, 
Citizenship, Health Songs, Development of Character. 
Book rl. •songs of Many Lands" 
This volume includes 200 songs of which 137 are living 
folk tunes and 63 are composed songs selected from Beethoven, Mozart, 
il Schubert, and contemporary American composers. The content is classi-
I! 
!I 
li 
I' 
fied according to Other Lands and People, Home and Community Life, 
Seasonal Songs, Occupations, Social Relationship, Earth, Sea and Sky, 
In the Country, Humor and Nonsense, Games and Sports, Water, Wind and 
Weather, Citizenship - Character Development, Birds and Animals, 
Health Songs, Story and Legend, Praise and Thanks. 
· Book V. "Blending Voices" 
This volume includes 195 songs of which 134 are living 
folk songs and 61 are composed songs selected from Brahms, Gluck, 
Mendelssohn and contemporary American composers. The content is classi-
=-'--'====--==-I 
I 
I 
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il 
~1 fied. according to History-Legend-Story, Invention, Occupation, 
Seasonal Songs, Special Days, Humor and Nonsense, Social Relation-
ship, Water, Wind and Weather, Trees and Flowers, Birds and Animals, 
! Other Lands and People, Home and Community, Citizenship-character 
Development, Sentiment and Spirit, Health Songs, Music and the Dance, 
:1 Sports and Games. 
,, Book VI. 
II 
"Tunes and Harmoniestt 
. This volume includes 187 songs of which 120 are living folk 
I songs and 67 are composed by Beethoven, Franz, Rimsky-Korsakov and con-
temporary American composers. The content is classified according to 
History-Legend, Social Relationship, Other Lands and People, Seasonal 
Songs, Special Days, Humor and Nonsense, Occupation, Home and Commu-
' nity, The Out Door World, Our Country, Citizenship, Travel, Adven-
ture, Character Development, Sentiment, Devotion, Music and the 
Dance, Sports and Action. 
Book VII. "Sing Along• 
This volume includes 130 songs of folk music and composi-
I' 
The content is classi-II tions by the great European and American Masters. 
1 fied according to American Sketches, Patriotism and Character-Building, 
I 
I 
!I 
Humor and Fun, Health and the World Around Us, Glimpses of Other Lands 
and Peoples, Home and Family Life, Occ up at ions, Thanksgiving and 
Christmas, Music and Pictures, Sentiment, Unison and Part Songs, 
" Familiar Hymns and Recreation Songs, Rounds. 
Book VIII. •Song Parade" 
This volume includes 100 songs representing the work of 
- --=== 
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European and American composers and a fine collection of folk tunes. 
The content is classified according to American Sketches, The Demo-
cratic Life, Hymns and Recreation, Character-Building and Citizen-
ship, Humor and Fun, The World About Us, Other Lands and Peoples, 
Adventure and Travel, Occupations, Thanksgiving and Christmas, Music 
and Pictures, Sentiment, Unison and Part Songs. 
Grade IX. "Treasure" 
This volume contains approximately 100 compositions ranging 
from folk music to symphonic themes. 
''Adventure" 
This volume includes 120 compositions with a wide range of 
interests. The content is classified according to Courage and Comrade-
ship, Under Open Skies, The Sea and Sailormen, The Romance of Nature, 
Nonsense and Fantasy, Pageant of History, Masters of Music, Festivals, 
Fairs and Holidays, Beginning of Our Country, Growth of Our Country, 
Music of Our Country, Patriotism and Devotion, Occupation, Fun and Humor, 
Youth, Home and Memory, Transportation, Musical Journeys. 
"Discovery!' 
Program Music ranging from folk tunes to the symphonic level. 
Series II.-- A Singing School published by C. C. Birchard 
and Company includes seven books planned for use in Grades I to VIII 
inclusive. This series represents a treasury of fine music and poetry 
for children. The music includes folk tunes, selections from t he classics 
and songs by leading contemporary composers. The editing has not altered 
the essential beauty of the folk songs. The texts of this series possess 
intrinsic merit in themselves; even without the music they belong to the 
literature of the child. 
The child's mental process in learning is greatly aided by the 
attractive illustrations of tonal and rhythmic patterns which show the 
connection between technical problems and the singing of a song. Some 
of the pictures actually carry out the rhythmic patterns which are to be 
found in the music. 
Early in the series the child becomes acquainted with many of 
the great masters, not only through their songs but also through simply 
written text material and appropriate illustrations. 
All the books provide integrated units for the study of other 
people and other phases of life. These are based upon folk music from 
all over the world as well as composed songs of every period. In addi-
tion, the child is introduced to the different forms of music and to 
l1 musical instruments by means of notes and pictures that a child can 
I 
readily understand and enjoy. 
li 
11 This series takes full advantage of the possibilities o£ corre-
lating music with other subjects in the classroom and other aspects of 
life at home and in the community. Provision is made for definite corre-
lation of Art with Music by means of full-colored reproductions of paint-
ings by the great masters. .As a convenience in teaching these are avail-
able separately in ;sizes for posting and framing. 
To assist the children in developing the use of music in con-
nection with units of study, a rather complete cross-reference index is 
----~~-========= 
I' 
.I 
'I 
J! 
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II 
,, 
11 supplied. The teacher is provided with a helpful manual. 
I 
II 
I, 
II 
I 
,, 
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Following is the title and a brief connotation for each book. 
Book I. "Our First Music11 
The plan of this book is based on the idea that music can and 
should strengthen the general educational aims in the primary grades. 
Material is presented in Units of Study, the unifying idea of each being 
a topic which is commonly found in first grade courses of study. All the 
material in the book is combined in a general index which contains not 
only all the topics for interelations suggested in the individual units, 
but many additional ones. The teacher, therefore, has available a large 
variety of material to meet practically every situation in which music 
can be advantageously used. 
The content of the 371 pages is classified according to 
Sharing Summer Experiences, The Home, Autumn, Our Town, Health and 
Safety, Special Days, and Celebrations, Games, Rhythms and Play, Music 
of American Indians, The Country and Things to Eat, Thanksgiving, 
Character and Devotion, Machinery and Tools, Pets and Toys, Christmas, 
Winter, Mother Goose and Other Tales, Rhythmic Expression, Fun and 
Fancy, Spring, Birds, Insects, Bees and Butterflies, The Circus, the 
Zoo, and Animals, Too, Traveling, Choral Speech, Creative Expression, 
Flowers, Folk Tunes, Helpers, Making Music, Master Composers. 
Book II. 11 0ur Songs" 
The content of the 176 pages is classified according to Home 
and Family, Singing With the Grol'ln-Ups, Pets, Toys and Games, Food and 
Clothing, School, Community Life, Social Relationships, Character, 
1, 
,, 
li 
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1 
J· Circus and Zoo,- Ways to Travel, Health and Safety, 
II tic Songs, Nature, Animals, 
Devotion, Patri-
I 
Birds and Bugs, Wind and Weather, Farm 
I Life, Seasons, Special Days, Morning and Evening, Master Composers, 
I Adventure, Fancy and Make Believe, Fun and Nonsense, Acting, Dancing 
and Game Songs, Rhyt~ Band, Indian Songs, Creative Expression, Verse 
Speaking. 
Book III. •Merry Music" 
The content of the 176 pages is classified according to 
Music Everywhere, Home ani Family, Singing With the Grol'!n-Ups, Pets, 
Toys and Games, Circus and Zoo, Occupations, Food and Clothing, School 
and Connnunity, Social Relationships, Character, Traveling, Adventure, 
Health and Safety, Nature, Animals, Farm Life, Seasons, Morning and 
Evening, Master Composers, Fancy arrl Make Believe, Fun and Nonsense 
Acting, Dancing and Game Songs, Rhythm Band, Rounds, Far Away, Cre-
ative Expression, Verse Speaking. 
Book rl • 1'We Sing" 
The content of the 192 pages is classified according to 
,1 Home and Community, Singing With the Grown-Ups, Social Relationships, 
Occupations, Character, Country Life, Health and Happiness, Democracy, 
The Americas, Devotion, Nature, Birds, Bugs and Beasts, Songs of the 
Seasons, Special Days, Other Lands, Travel ani Adventure, Fancy and 
Fun, Master Composers, Literature, Action, Dance and Game Songs, 
Descants, Diction, Two-Part Cadences, Playing an Instrument, Choral 
Speech, Time and Tonal Problems. 
Book V. "Our Land of Song" 
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The content of the 208 pages is classified according to 
Action, Dance and Game Songs, Adventure and Travel, Birds, Bugs and 
Beasts, Character, Citizenship and Democracy, Descants, Devotion, 
Folk Songs, Fun and Fancy, History, Instrumental Obbligatos, Liter-
ature, Master Composers, Nature, Occupational Songs, Other Lands, 
Outdoors, Patriotism, Playing an Instrument, Rounds and Canons, 
Songs of the Seasons, Special Days, Social Relationships, Songs with 
Fcreign Texts, Traditional American Songs, Tuneful Tim, Verses. 
Book VI. ~usic Everywhere" 
The content of the 224 pages is classified according to 
Action, Dance and Game Songs, Adventure and Travel, Chanteys, Char-
acter, Citizenship and Democracy, Descant, Devotion, Folk Songs, 
Fun and Fancy, History, Instrumental Obbligatos, Latin-American Songs, 
Literature, Master Composers, Occupational Songs, Patriotism, Rounds 
and Canons, Songs with Accompaniment for Guitar, Piano Accordion, or 
Ukelele, Songs with Foreign Texts, Songs with Rhythmic Accompaniment, 
Traditional American Songs, Tuneful Time. I 
Book VII. "Sing Out" 
The content of the 256 pages is classified according to 
A Cappella, Action, Dance and Game Songs, Descants, Devot ion, Ex-
I 
1/ 
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II 
cerpts from Songs, Folk Songs, Instrumental Obbligatos, Instrumental 
Themes, Literature, Master Composers, Songs with Accompaniment for 
Guitar, Piano-Accordion or Ukelele, Songs with Foreign Texts, Songs 
with Rhythmic AccompanimEnt. 
Series III.-- The New Music Horizons Series published by 
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Silver Burdett Company includes eleven books planned for use in Grades 
I to IX inclusive. This series is very attractively bound. A number 
is used instead of a book title in Grades I to VI inclusive. The illus-
trations are captivating and timely, vilich may well prove to be a good 
teaching aid. The size of each book appears to conform to the age and 
grade level. The notes and words are of a good sized type and well 
spaced on the page. Following is a brief connotation for each book: 
Book I. 
The cover of this book is descriptive of the title, showing an 
attractive picture of two children and a dog looking off into the horizon. 
Each song provides a page of large notes for the nyoung fry• and a piano 
accompaniment for the teacher on the opposite page. The content of the 
48 pages is not classified. 
Book II. 
The content of the 140 pages is classified according to Around 
the Country, Fanciful and Imaginative, Friends and Neighbors, Holidays, lj 
Home arrl Family, Mood and Spirit, Nature, Transportation. 
Book III. 
The content of the 164 pages is classified according to Around 
the Town, Citizenship, Holidays, Home and Family, Our Country, Long 
Ago, Out-of-Doors, Travel. 
Book IV. 
The content of the 188 pages is classified according to All 
Aboard, Earth and Sky, In Days of Old, My Homeland, Music Everywhere, ' 
Singing Days, The World of Fancy. 
II 
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II Book V. 
li The content of the 212 pages is classified according to 
I Around the Year, Foreign Language Songs, Jollity and Frivolity, The 
I 
I 
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March of Time, Our Neighbors, North and South, Our Singing Country, 
Tales and Legends, This is My Country, The World of Beauty. 
Book VI. 
The content of the 236 pages is classified according to 
Being a Good Citizen, Foreign Language Songs, Holidays and Festivals, 
Old World Songs and Ballads, Songs an:l Dances of the New World, A 
Thing of Beauty Is a Joy Forever, Through the Eyes and Ears of Science, 
Time for Fun and Frolic, When the World Was Younger. 
Grades VII - IX "Choral Program Series" 
Books I - V 
These books containing 62 pages each are designed to provide 
high quality numbers for groups of different voice combinations to use 
on general and special choral programs. The books of the series are 
equally suitable for classroom music study and for developing appreci-
ation and musical power with groups which are not primarily organized 
for public performance. 
Each book contains representative numbers from various 
styles of choral literature including early sacred and secular selections, 
compositions of classic, romantic, and modern masters; folk songs of 
other countries, different types of American folk songs; and compositions 
on contemporary writers. 
Grades VII - .J!X 11Music of Many Lands and People" 
I 
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The content of this book is composed largely of folk songs 
and art songs of many nations. Care has been taken to present selections 
technic~lly sin~le, though there is enough of more advanced material to 
hold the interest and attention of well-prepared classes and of special 
groups, and to serve for school programs of various types. The material 
is organized into units of study, with emphasis on correlation concerning 
social programs, language studies, and other student interests. 
The content of the 268 pages is classified according to 
American Composers, American History, Assembly and Community Songs, 
1 Foreign Languages, Holidays and Special Days, Hymns and Sacred Songs, 
Illustrations, Instrumental Correlations, Literature, Nationality, 
I 
1 Nature and Seasons, 
,I 
Patriotic Songs, Selections From the Masters, 
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Songs of Bravery and Adventure, Songs of Fun and Humor, Styles of Com-
position and Form, Vocal Classifications, World Histcry. 
Grades VII - IX "Music Highways and Byways" 
This book contains 42 colorful reproductions and illus-
1 trations, and several pages of teaching aids. The material is organized 
'I 
, into units of study. The compositions may be used for classroom and 
I 
I' special program material. 
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The content of the 252 pages is classified according to 
American Composers, Dance Directions, Fun and Humor, Geography and 
History, Hymns and Sacred Songs, Instrumental Correlation, Literature, 
Nationality, Selections from the Masters, Vocal Classifications. 
Series IV.-- The American Singer Series published by 
American Book Company includes eight books (the ninth book is on the 
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press, planned for use in Grades I to IX inclusive.) The editors of I 
this series have employed over 400 folk songs, games and dances. Many 
of the songs are from the Americas and represent oral tradition in as 
much as they were noted 11 on the spot" and not borrowed from existing 
collections of folk material. Many were provided by Americans of recent 
foreign descent who cherish the songs and games sung and played by their 
parents or grand-parents; and still others were collected in far off 
corners of the earth, often by American soldiers and sailors. This 
series is rich in selections representing our own pioneer days. All 
research was done in an effort to provide children with genuine folk 
music furnishing background for stories which will be of interest to 
teachers and administrators. 
Editor John W. Beattie has provided for the American Singer 
Series a very worth while book on Stories About Songs which contains 
a great deal of authentic occupational information. Following is a 
brief connotation for each book: 
Book I 
This paper covered book is for the teacher's use and covers 
all aspects of music instruction for pre-school, kindergarten, and first 
grade chiJ.dren. It includes rote songs, singing games, chants, rhythms, 
and dances; supplemented by explicit directions for their use. Through 
bodily responses such as clapping, children develop rhythm consciousness. 
Book II 
The content of the 190 pages includes very fine up-to-the-
minute illustrations, mostly black and white sketches. The initial 
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approach to singing through notation is offered in this book. It 
presents 144 rote, rote-note, and note songs. The child learns to sing, 
hear, and build fundamental melodic patterns which are repeated system-
atically and to interpret tone durations in terms of bodily movements. 
New tonal and rhythmic patterns are placed at the top of the pages for 
emphasis. 
I 
,j Book III 
1
J The content of the 190 pages includes very timely illus-
trations, black and white, and colored. Melodic and rhythmic patterns 
are reviewed and extended. An opportunity for creative work is offered 
through verses to be sung to songs the children write, by melody games, 
and songs to be played on melodic instruments. Rhythmic patterns are 
given for ear and eye recognition. 
Book "DT 
I ' 
The content of the 205 pages features American music of 
pioneer days, clipper-ship chanteys, folk songs, and melodies by such 
composers as Haydn and Mozart. Technical terms are introduced as also 
are major and minor keys. The content is classified according to 
Seasonal, Special Days, Our Country, Community Life, Nature and 
' Fancy, Animals, Insects, and Birds, Devotion, Games ani Dances, In-
strumental Relationship, The Old World, The New World, Biography, 
Rounds and Descants, Notation Aspects. 
Book V 
The content of the 214 pages provides timely illustrations 
for many of the songs. Reading melodically with words at sight begins 
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in this text. Rounds, canons, descants, and two-part songs in major 
and minor keys are used. There are 2S early American ballads, spirit-
uals, and songs; 22 authentic Latin-American numbers; 3 Canadian and 49 
European folk songs. Biographies and music of Stephen Foster, Schubert, 
and Brahms are featured. 
The content is classified according to Seasons, Special Days, 
Patriotism, Devotion, Nature and Fancy, Animals, Insects, and Birds, 
Games and Dances, Famous Composers, Instrumental Relationship, The 
New World, Notational aspects. 
Book VI 
The content of _the 250 pages includes some small, att ractive 
sketches. The new problems of this book are in sight reading, advanced 
work in rhythmic patterns, the full use of minor tonality, and the intro-
duction of three-part singing. The songs are representative of practi-
cally all parts of the world and of the most distinguished composers. 
The book includes 170 songs, 13 orchestrations, and 3 choral chants. 
The content is classified according to Seasons, Special Days, 
Devotion, Nature and Fancy, History and Geography, Rhythms, Games, 
Dances, Famous Composers, The NewWorld, The Other Americas, The 
Old World, Biographies, Stories, Notational Aspects. 
Book VII 
The content of the 232 pages includes up-to-date sketches and 
pictures. This recently published volume contains two-part and three-
part songs which are arranged so that almost every one may be sung in 
unison. selected 
'I 2 ~ 
Melodies are kept within a limited range and keys ar e 
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to suit maturing voices. The Teacher's Guide and Accompaniments are a 
separate unit. 
The content is classified according to Union Songs, Two-Part 
Songs, Three-Part Songs, Songs For Special Days, Songs of Devotion, 
National Songs, Quizzes, ani Christmas Program. 
Book VIII 
The content of the 248 pages is related to the adolescent's 
experiences. The musical settings offer little difficulty, and are 
appropriate for classroom use, for assemblies, and for correlating other 
subjects. The Teacher's Guide and Accompaniments are a separate unit. 
The content is classified according to Unison Songs , Two-Part 
Songs, Three-Part Songs, Four-Part Songs, Songs for Special Days, 
Program Songs, Favorite Familiar Songs, Quizzes, and Pan American Day 
Program. 
Book IX 
Up to the present date this book is still in preparation. 
A description of the occupational information content found 
in the series listed in this chapter will be presented in Chapters III 
and IV. 
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CHAPTER III 
iANiA.LYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES 
Inventorying Occupational Titles 
Procedure for selecting titles.-- This chapter will present 
findings in regard to type and frequency distribution of occupational 
information found in the selected music series at the various grade 
levels. 
Because the song title did not always reveal the sought for 
information contained in the text it was necessary to review every page 
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within each book of the selected music series in order to make a complete I 
inventory of all occupational information. The information as to series, 
page number, grade level, occupational title, and song title was re-
corded on a three inch by five inch filing card. To facilitate the re-
cording of the titles of each series and to conserve space on the cards, 
it was decided to use Arabic figures to indicate titles. Accordingly, 
I represented The World of Music Series; 2, A Singing School; 3, ~ 
Music Horizons; and 4, The American Singer. 
A song title was recorded whenever its text revealed any 
occupational information, even though on occasions the title was re-
peated in the different series and at various grade levels. In some 
instances the title would be occupational in nature with a text which 
proved to be very limited in giving any further information on the sub-
ject. Such titles were recorded with a notation as to the limitation. 
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Variety and freguency of titles recorded.-- After the 
above procedure was completed for all of the four selected music series 
the information was grouped as to like titles and presented as Table I 
to show the frequency with which each title was mentioned. This Table 
gives the frequency distribution of 90 different occupational titles 
mentioned in the 532 song titles examined. 
Analysis of titles by grade level.-- Giving the total 
r number of titles at the various grade levels enables one at a glance to 
I 
I 
realize just how important songs can be in furnishing information about 
the world of work. For example, Farming heads the list with a tot.al of 
71 song titles. This title was mentioned most often in songs learned in 
Grades 1-3; it is mentioned in 25 song titles in Grades 4-6 and in 13 
song titles in Grades 7-9. In checking over this table it is interesting 
to note that unlike the "Farmer~ the 11Musician 11 is more equally repre-
sented through the nine grade levels. The 11Cowboy" references make still 
another change in the matter of distribution, only one reference is re-
corded in Grades 1-3; while comparing Grades 4-6 with Grades 7-9 there is 
only a difference of eight reference titles. The ttSailor 11 presents 
another variety; from a low rating of two in Grades 1-3 there is an in-
crease up to 21 titles in Grades 4-6, with a decrease down to 11 titles 
in Grades 7-9. 
In Grades 1-3 references appear to be made most frequently 
to those occupations dealing with public service, such as; Baker, 
Entertainer, Fireman, Milkman, Policeman, Postman, Shoemaker, and Store-
keeper. In Grades 4-6 references with an out-of-door nature appear most 
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Table I. Frequency Distribution of Occupational Titles Found in 
Selected Music Series. 
Distribution by Grade Level 
j . Occupation 1-3 
!1 Farmer • • • • • • • • 33 
i Musician • • • • • 17 
I Cowboy • • • • • • • 1 
j, Sailor • • • • • 2 
1 Shepherd ( ess) • 2 
I
! Aviation • . . • • • 8 
, Fisherman • • • • • • • • . 1 
I Shoemaker • • • • • • • • • 7 
I' Entertainer • . • • • • • • 5 
1 Lumberman • • • . • • • • • 1. 
lj Vender • • • • • • • • • • 2 
' Baker • . . . . . . . . • . 9 
1 Hunter • • • • • • • • • • 2 
[ Organ Grinder • • • • • • • 4 
I
I President • • • • • • • • • 2 
1 
Soldier • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Blacksmith • • • • • • • • 4 
'I Policeman • • • • • • • • • 7 
[ Postman • • • • • • • • • • 8 
' Carpenter • • • • • • • • • 4 
li Housekeeper • • • • • • • • 6 
Miller • • • • • • • • • • 5 
rl Millanan • • • • • • • • • • 6 
, Peddler • • • ••••••• 0 
1 Scissors Grinder • • • • • 4 
I' Store Keeper • • • • • • • 5 
,I Fireman • • • • • • • • • • 5 
,' Railroad Worker • • • • • • 1 
11 Beekeeper • • • • • • • • • 4 
Gypsy • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
J Inventor • • • • • • • • • 0 
I 
Pioneer •••••••••• 0 
1 Spinner • • • • • • • • •• 1 
11 Animal Trainer • • • • • • 0 
Clock Maker • • • • • • • • 2 
.I Gardener • • • • • • • • • 3 
Milkmaid • • • • • • • • • 2 
Miner • • • • • • • • • • • 0 
Sports • • • • • • • • • • 0 
Teacher • • • • • 3 
Bell Ringer • • • • • • • • 0 
25 
20 
1.4 
21 
16 
6 
7 
3 
2 
7 
6 
1 
7 
3 
4 
5 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
2 
1. 
4 
2 
2 
1. 
1 
0 
2 
4 
3 
3 
3 
I 
0 
1. 
2 
1. 
0 
1 
7-9 
1.3 
12 
22 
1.1 
10 
3 
4 
2 
4 
3 
3 
0 
0 
2 
3 
3 
3 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
0 
0 
3 
0 
1. 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
Total. 
71. 
49 
37 
34 
28 
17 
1.2 
12 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.0 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
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Table I. (continued) 
Distribution by Grade Level 
Occupation 
.1-.3 4-6 7-9 Total 
Chimney Sweeper • . . . . • 0 2 0 2 
Cook . • . . . . . . . . . 0 1 l 2 
Discoverer • . • . . • • • 1 0 l 2 
Doctor . • . . . . . . • • 1 1 0 2 
Forest Ranger • • • . . • • 1 1 0 2 
Fortune Teller • . . • 1 1 0 2 
Herdsman • • . • 0 2 0 2 
. ,,· Marine . . . • . . . • 0 2 0 2 
Merchant • . . . . • 0 2 0 2 
Ragman • • . . . • . • 2 0 0 2 
Steel Worker . . . . . . • 0 2 0 2 
Tailor • . • . • . • . . . 0 2 0 2 
Taxi-Driver • • . . . . . • 2 0 0 2 
Transportation • . . . . • l. 1 0 2 
Trapper • . . . . . . . . • 0 l. 1 2 
Weaver • . • . . . . . . • .o 2 0 2 
Weatherman • . . . . . . • 2 0 0 2 
Alaskian Occupation . . . • 0 0 1 1 
Artist • . . . . . • • .1 0 0 1 
Broadcasting . . . 0 1 0 1 
Bus Driver . . . . 0 1 0 1 
Canal Worker . • . . . 0 1 0 1 
Coachman • . . . . . • . • 0 0 1 1 
I! 
Conductor • • • . • . . • . l. 0 0 1 
Dentist • . . . • . . • • • 1 0 0 1 
Designer • . . • . . • • • 0 1 0 1 
I Dressmaker • . . . . . • • l. 0 0 1 I Engineer • . • . • . . • • 1 0 0 1 I Jeweler 1 0 0 1 
ti 
. . . • . . . . • 
Lighthouse Keeper • . • • • 0 1 0 1 
I! Magician • • . . . . • • • 0 1 0 1 
' 
Military Service • . • • • 0 1 0 1 
Mining (Gold) . . . . . • . 0 1 0 1 
News Boy • . . . . . • . • 1 0 0 1 
Nurse • . . . • • • . . . l. 0 0 1 
Organizer • . . . . . . • . 0 1 0 1 
Potter • . . • • • • • 0 l. 0 1 
Radioman • . . . . . . • • 1 0 0 1 
Reporter . . . . • . . . • 1 0 0 1 
Riveter • . . . . . • • • . 1 0 0 1 
Sculpton· . . . . . . . . . .o 1 0 1 
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Table I. (concluded) I! 
_________ ...;...._ _ II 
II 
Distribution by Grade Level 
Occupation 
1-3 4-6 7-9 Total 
I
I 
Tanner • . . • • 0 0 1 1 
1
: Tinker • • . • • • 0 1 0 1 I 
1
·
1
· Truck Driver • • • • • • 1 0 0 1 . 
1 
Waitress • • • • • 1 0 0 1. II' 
1 Watchman • • • . • • • • 0 1 0 1 
1i Water Carrier • • • • • • • 0 0 l 1 I 
i. Zookeeper • • • • • • • • • 1 0 0 1 II· 
IJ Total (90) 1~ 221 119 532 II 
il frequently, such as; Farmer, Fisherman, Hunter, Lumbennan, Pioneer, Sailor, l1 
1 Shepherd(ess), Soldier, and Vender. In Grades 7-9 a more mature approach I 
II 
:1 toward the occupation is noted as in Cowboy, Railroad Worker, Silversmith, ~~ 
~~ Sportsman, T::e T::e::me occupational titles used which are rather e:xtinct ~~ 
!I :::mi~::i:l:~e R::.:~::i::o::r a:::~~; ~:::::s::~1T::: 'and ~~~ 
I, 
i/ Water Carrier. In cont rast, the great majority of titles r_efer to mai ern 
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occupations. There were found to be 33 occupational titles mentioned in 
only one song reference. Of that total, 13 were recorded in Grades l:-3; 
15 in Grades 4-6, and 5 in Grades 7-9. Since repetition is a factor in 
learning it would appear from t his analysis that the majority of occur 
pational titles listed will become more meaningful by appearing from 
occasionally to frequently in song titles. 
Out of the total of 90 occupational titles, 63 were r eferred 
to in Grades 1-3; 70 in Grades 4-6 and 31 in Grades 7-9. This variety 
1==~-~==-,-= ---~ 
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and spread of titles gives a partial indication of the contribution of 
music to the child's background of occupational information. 
fonalysis of Titles by Series 
Frequencies by grade levels .• -- In order to indicate the fre-
quency of mention of occupational titles at each grade level and for each 
of the four music series Table II was prepared. 
Table II. Frequency Distribution of Titles by Grade Levels Found in 
Each Selected Music Series. 
Series 
Gr~de Level 
1-3 4-6 7-9 Total 
1 40 46 47 133 
2 62 54 24 140 
3 39 52 23 114 
4 ...a.. JtL _&_ 145 
Total 192 221 119 532 
Table II reveals the greatest number of occupational song 
titles at the grade level 4-6 in all of the four music series. A close 
second is found at the grade level 1-3, while a drop of over 100 is 
found at the grade level 7-9. It may be of interest to note that Series 
1 and 2 differ by only seven titles in the sum total. Series 3, which 
includes Qrades 1-9 has .the lowest total. , Series 4 has the highest total 
even without including Book IX which is in preparation. The real wealth 
of information is found in Grades 1-6 inclusive, which provides 413 songs 
referring to some type of occupational material. To have· the child 1s 
experience, at the early gr~de levels, enriched with such vital infor-
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mation about the world of work will have untold value for him in helping 
make occupational decisions in later years. 
Classification of Occupational Titles 
Analysis by functional groupings.-- Further understanding of 
the scope of occupational information included in the four music series 
may be noted by classifying the title listed in Table I to show the 
relative emphasis given to the several functional groupings of occu-
pations. The classification of occupations chosen for this purpose was y 
that used in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part IV. The dis-
tribution of titles to the nine major occupational groupings and to the 
22 related fields of work is shown in Table III. 
Table III. Analysis of Occupational Titles by Functional Groupings 
According to the Classifications Found in Dictionary of 
Occupational Titles, P~rt IV. 
Grouping Frequency Total 
Primary Outdoor Group 
Farming ••. 
Marine Work •. 
Forestry Work •• 
Special Talent Group 
. . 
Artistic Work • • • • • • • • • 
Musical Work • . . . • • • • • . 
Literary Work . • • • • • • • • 
Entertainment Work • • • • • • • 
Trade Learner Group 
Machine Trades . . . 
Crafts • • • • • • • . . . 
. . 
. . . 
144 
48 
25 
5 
49 
1 
12 
24 
41 
217 
67 
65 
!/Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part IV, Entry Occupational Classi-
fication, War Manpower Commission Division of Occupational Analysis, 
Washington, D.C., 1944 (Revised Edition) 
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Table III. (concluded) 
Grouping Frequency 
Organized Knowledge Group 
Public Service Work • • • • • • • 26 
Technical Work • • • • • • • • • 30 
Managerial Work • • • • • • • • • 3 
Public Contact Group 
Selling ••••• 
Customer Service Work • 
. . . . . 
• • 
Service Group 
Cooking • . . . . . . • . . . . • 
Child Care • • • • • • • • • • • 
Personal Service • • • • • • • • 
Coordinative Work Group 
Observational Work • • • • 
Manipulative Work • • • • • • . . . 
' Manual Labor Group 
Elemental Work . . . . . . . . . . 
Clerical Group 
Computing Work • • • • • • • • • • 
Recording Work • • • • • • • • • • 
Gener al Clerical Work • • • • • • • 
Total 
' 
20 
7 
3 
0 
1.3 
0 
10 
7 
0 
1 
0 
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Total 
59 
27 
16 
10 
7 
1 
Out of 532 song titles 496 are accounted for under the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles• Classifications. The 63 unaccounted for titles 
belong mostly to the rather extinct occupations not listed in the Diction-
ary. 
In the functional grouping of 469 song titles it is noticed .that 
the Primary Outdoor Group including Farming, Marine Work, and Forestry, 
leads with a total of 217 titles. 
===== --= -= -==-=-=~--- === =~=--=~~-"-==== 
(j 
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The fact that this group would have a definite appeal to very young 
pupils may account for the large total. The Special Talent Group, in-
eluding Artistic, Musical, Literary, and Entertainment Work, has a poor 
second place vdth a total of 67 titles. The Musical Work song titles 
represent approximately three-fourths of the total in this group. The 
Trade Learner Group, including Machine Trades and Crafts, has third place 
with a total of 65 titles. The Craft Work song titles represent almost 
three-fourths of the total in this group. The. Organized Knowledge Group, 
including Public Service, Technical, and Managerial Work, has fo~rth 
place with a total of 59 titles. The Clerical Group, including Com-
puting, Recording, and General Clerical Work, ranks last with one title 
being classified among the Recording Work occupations. 
Since the selection of songs for music series is not based on 
their value for imparting occupational information, it would not be ex-
pected that the occupational titles included would be equally distributed " 
throughout all major classifications. It is significant, to note, how-
ever, that there is considerable spread among and within the major groups. I' 
I 
It would appear that while music education can be counted upon to con-
tribute to the child's general knowledge of work and workers, a more 
systematic study of occupations will be required elsewhere in the school 
program to assure that all fields of work are adequately reviewed. 
I 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF OCCUPATIONAL INFOffiiATION CONTENT 
lnvent~rying Occupational Concepts 
Procedure for reporting.-- In Chapter III the occupational in-
formation content of the four music series was indicated by a listing 
and classification of occupational titles. While this analysis sh~ned 
the wide range of titles included in the texts of songs, it did not 
reveal the kinds of information presented about each of the occupations 
invented. The purpose of this chapter is (1) to show how many references 11 
to specific kinds of occupational information were made in the various 
series reviewed, and (2) to indicate the quality of information in the 
songs by presenting representative lines which illustrate the varieties 
9f concepts possible. 
In order to classify the kinds of information culled from songs 
it was necessary to set up a series of major headings vdth sub-divisions 
under which all kinds of occupational information might be properly 
grouped. After several trial headings were tried it was found that the 
outline below would best serve the purpose. 
Nature of the Work 
Duties Performed 
Equipment Used: 
Materials Handled 
Working Conditions 
Indoors - Outdoors 
Ssfe - Hazardous 
Length of Working Day or Period 
Seasonal - Irregular - Steady 
Preparation and Training 
General Education 
Special Training 
Special Abilities or Skills 
Personal - Social Qualifications 
Physical Traits 
Mental Traits 
Personality Traits 
Remuneration 
Earnings 
Opportunities for Promotion 
Other Satisfactions 
Limited Information 
Before any work sheet tabulations were made all information 
pertaining to the various types of occupational information was recorded 
on a 3 by 5 inch filing card. 
Figure 1. Sample of occupational concept card used for 
recording information. 
Concept Grade 
Song Title Series Nat. of Work Prep. Train 
. Conditions Pers • - Social 
-Remuneration Limited Inf. 
These filing cards, amounting to approximately 535 in number, 
were handled several times due to the rechecking necessary and the com-
parisons to be made during the process of compiling the information for 
Table IV. 
•' -
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Animal Trainer 
"Horses in the Field" 
"Elephants" 
"The Big Bazaar" 
Artist 
"The Painter" 
4 
4 
6 
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l f 1 
I 
\ 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Worl~ers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Aviation 
11The Aeroplane" 
"Ri ding Through the 
Sky" 
"The Airplane" 
"The Airplane" 
"Our Airplane" 
"The Night Air Mail" 
"At the Airport" 
"The Glider" 
"The Air Liner" 
"Careers" 
"The Gremlin" 
"Our Airmen" 
Grade 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
5 
6 
Series I 
and 
Page ~ 
2p. 340 1 
X 
1p.l16 
1p.157 X 
4p.122 X 
4p.l44 
lp.67 
Jp.-117 
4p.158 
2p.85 X 
4p.135 X 
4p.163 
2p.64 lx 
I I I 
! I 
I 
I 
. I 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
· x x 
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1 \ l Kinds of Informational Content ' 
Referring to Occupations and ~~(g~ 
OH<D ' S:: Vlorkers Contained in Selected E;;: o [;') ld 
f':"ip::q 
!ilH 
Music Series ~~ ~~~~ 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Avie.tion (Cont.) 
"Men of the Air" 
"Airman's Song" 
"Fast Flight 11 
"A Prayer of All 
Airmen" 
"The Air Mail" 
Baker 
"Cookies 
"Mister Baker" 
"Shopping" 
"The Muffin Man" 
!=.. t1) s ,•rl 
0 <D, . P-.1 H 
lil ~ .";j ,. ~ 
P::~O'm ~ 1--'1 rxl,~ 
~ 
I 
Series -! 1 
and 
Grade Page 
6 Jp.l57 X 
6 4P·35 
7 2p.56 X 
7 2p.235 X 
9 lp.l28 X 
(Adveni ure) 
1 2p.22 X 
1 4p.20 
1 4p.23 
2 Jp.72 
X 
X 
XX 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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1 
\ 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Worl'::ers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Baker (Cont.) 
"Pancakes" 
"The Pie and the 
Baker" 
"Bread i n the OVen" 
"My Cookie Man" 
"The Baker Man" 
"Bake a Little Cake" 
Beekeeper 
"Buzz" 
"Busy Bee" 
"The Bee" 
"Beekeeper" 
Grade 
I 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 
2 
2 
2 
3 
Series! 
and j 
Page 1 
lp.1021x 
2p.91 
2p.l40 X 
4p.l02 
4p.l25 
lp.47 
3p.l07 
3p . 115 
lp.l28 
3p.l32 
I I 
I 
I 
I I 
I 
! I 
I 
X 
I I 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
· :zi 
0 
. H 
8 
~ · 
0 
r':t.t 
.:z. 
H 
X 
X 
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Series I 
Title of Occupation and 
and Sonp; Grade Page 
Bell Ringer 
"The Bell Ringer" 4 lp.58 X 
"The Bell Ringer" 9 lp.84 X 
(Adven~ ure) 
Blacksmith 
"Cling, Clang" 3 lp.78 X X 
"Pony's Birthday" 3 lp.l08 X X 
"Blacksmi tb 11 3 2p.J7 X X 
"Little Blacksmith" 3 3p.84 X X 
"The Blacksmith" 5 4p.l52 X X 
"The Blacksmith" 7 4p.l4 X X 
"Song of the Anvil" 7 4p.ll8 X 
"The Forge" 9 lp.l6 X X 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song Grade 
Broadcasting 
"Broadcasting" 6 
Bus Driver 
"The Green Bus" 4 
Canal Worker 
"The Erie Canal" 5 
Candy Maker 
"Candy Shop" l 
Series 
and 
Pas;e 
3p.48 
4p.28 
2p.ll4 
3p.30 
X X X 
X X 
X 
l:x 
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Music Series ::r:: ~ -Pfl:i) ~~ . ~~~ 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Carpenter 
"Mister Carpenter" 
"Tap-a Tap Tap" 
"Carpenters" 
"Busy People" 
"Ri s-Ras" 
"The Carpenter" 
"The Carpenter" 
Chimney Sweeper 
"The bhimney Sweep" 
"Bagpi pers" 
0 P-JH 
·or~ I Q) 
f£1 ::s ·.p 
P::: o'l d 
~ · · r:c:ll~ ~I 
Series I I 1 
and ' I 
Grade Page I i I 
1 2p.l99l . xl 
2 2p.48 J 
2 3p.68 X 
2 3p.83 
4 3p.161 xlx 
5 4p.l02 X 
9 lp.28 X 
(TreaEura) 
4 
6 
lp.l351X 
4p.149 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
:zi 
0 
H 
8 
~ . 
0 
~ 
H 
Q 
f£1 
8 
H 
• :a:! 
H 
...:I 
· x 
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Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Clockmaker 
"Clocks" 
"Clocks and Watches" 
"Song of the Clocks" 
Coachman 
"Upon the Broad 
Highway" 
Conductor 
"Conductor 's Call" 
l 
I 
Seriesj 
and 1 
Grade Page I 
2 
2 
4 
lp.l09 
3p.52 
Jp.l05 
9 3p.47 X 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
ar.d Son5 
Cook 
"Can you Cook" 
"The Kitchen 
l 
Serie"' ( ! ! ' 
and u I i I ! 
Pa;;e J I i I 
14P·39 lx 1 1 
I , ' 
Grade 
5 
Kalender" 7 · 3p.14slx ' j 
(I ighways~Byways ~ [ \ j 
I ! 
Cowboy 
"The Cowboy" 
"Goodby, Old Paint" 
"The Roving Cowboy" 
"The Lone Star" 
"Cowboy Rex" 
"Doney Gal" 
"Cowboys' Gettin" 
2 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4p.ll0 X 
4p.l48 X 
lp.l8 X 
lp.64 X 
2p.ll6 X 
3p.l02 X 
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Music Series ;::qj_2)1+>pnl 
Title of Occupation 
and Song . 
Cowboy (Cont.) 
"The Texas Trail" 
"Night Herding Song" 
"If You Want to Know" 
"The Cowboy" 
"Night Herding Song" 
"The Steer Roper" 
"Get Along Little 
Dogies" 
11A Song of the Cowboy" 
"Good-Bye 01' Paint 11 
"Home On The Range " 
"The Trail to Mexico" 
Grade 
I 
I 5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
E;~S::H ~~~~ru~l 
w~j"SL~ 
0::: ~ O"l d t::J!(:'::i . ~::$ 
~~. I 
Series I l ! ' 
and I ! f I 
i Pa~e I ! I 
4P· 58 jx 1
1 4p.62 IX 
4p.l05 
4p.ll0 . 
2p.ll3 X 
2p.ll4 
3p.l60 X 
lp.97 
2p.l48 ~ 2p.l48 . 
2p.l49 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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Cowboy (Cont.) j I 
"Dogie Song" 7 2p.l50 [x 
11
' i 
"Home On The Range" 7 3p. 96 I I i 1j 
"The Happy Cowboy" 7 4p.10 x1 
1 
"Good-by, Old Paint" 7 4p.ll X 
1
_-
"The Lonesome Cowboy" 7 4P· 58 
"The Wandering I 
Cowboy" 8 lp.55 
"Old Chisholm Trail" 8 lp.214 X I 
"Old Chisholm Tra il" 8 4p.134 
"Home On The Range" 9 lp . l8 
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X 
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Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Cowboy (Cont. ) 
**"The Lone Prairie" 
**"The Cowboy's Life" 
**"The Cowboy" 
*"The Dying Cowboy" 
*"The Trail to Mexico" 
*"The Zebra Dun" 
*"Little Joe The 
Wr angler" 
*"Old Paint" 
*"Old Chisholm Trail" 
Grade 
I 
I 9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
I . ll'IC'.) P:.l rn I a ,or! 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Son~ Grade 
Dentist 
"A Friend in Need" 
Designer 
"Fashions" 
Discoverer 
"Christopher 
Columbus" 
"Columbus" 
Doctor 
"A Friend in Need" 
"Doctor Ironbeard" 
1 
6 
3 
7 
1 
5 
Series 
and 
Page 
2p.70 
3p.207 
4p.27 
4p.l94 
2p.?O 
4p.l93 
X 
' 
:X 
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I 
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X 
:X 
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x · 
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Referring to Occupations and ~t"g . . <D s[~ rg ~ Workers Contained in Sel ected - o ld :.-- ~ ;;p:: !'ilH p:: <D +> I !I) Music Seri"es 
f{{ t~J 
:!"~ / 0 • Q... O l 
·r. 0 ::S\ g- - c: 
~ {"11 :3 
I< 0- ~\ ~h \ s;r.~ j . .8 Title of Occupation ........ .. · · ~;- . ~ 
and · song 
Dressmaker 
"When Mother Sews" 
Engineer 
"Busy People" 
Entertainer 
"Cir cus Clovm" 
"The Clm•m" 
"Hi~h Stepping 
orses" 
"The Juggler" 
"Watching The 
Ci rcus " 
Grade 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
:~ . ~ 13 0 P-.  H
...-i l (l) 
rx:~· ;::S • .j..) 
~ 0' C\1 
p !'il ::S 
E-t t ~ I 
. I 
Series ! 
and 1 
Page 1 
2p.28 X 
3p.83 X 
2p.326 
2p.55 
4p.l71 
4p.l74 
4p.177 
X 
X 
I X X X 
X X X 
X X 
X X 
X 
VI 
1-' 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
\ I 
' ' I 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to O-ccupati ons and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Entertainer (Cont.) 
"The Trapeze Man" 
"The Side Show" 
"P.T.Barnum" 
"Putting On a Show" 
**"Man On The Flyihg 
Trapeze" 
**"The Tumbler" 
** (Adventure} 
Farmer 
"Farm Music" 
"The Clover Field" 
Grade 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
9 
1 
1 
Serie s! 
and I 
Page 
2p.29 
2p.40 
2p.60 
4p.l74 
lp.88 
lp.l76 
lp.70 
lp.ll2 lx 
I : 
X 
X 
t ! 
j 
I 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles ==~~==~~~~~~==~-
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Series I I 1 
Title of Occupation and 1 I 
_______ a~n~d~S~o~n~tg~-----+G~r~a~d~e~~P~a~a~a~e- ! j 
Farmer (Cont. ) 
"The Farmyard" 
"Song of the Corn" 
"The Cow" 
"Mister Farmer" 
"Barnyard Song" 
"Farmyard Song 11 
"Oats and Beans" 
"The Farmer in the 
Dell" 
"The Seed Cycle" 
"Garden Tools" 
"Good Gardening" 
"Farmer in the Dell" 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
lp.121 
2p.l39 X 
2p.l40 X 
2p.l47 X 
2p.l49 X 
2p.l50 
2p.l52 X 
2p.l53 
2p.l53 
2p.201 X 
2p.2e7l:x 
3p.28 
X X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and . 
Worl:ers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Titl e of Occupation 
and Song 
Farmer (Cont.) 
"Familiar Friends" 
"At Market" 
"The Farmer" 
nr he Rooster's Call II 
"Feeding the 
Ani mals" 
"A Farmer Went 
Riding" 
"The Farmer" 
"The Unlucky Farmer " 
"Billy Magee Magaw" 
"Song of the Corn" 
"So-Sow Sewing" 
Grad. e 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
.X 
X 
X 
X 
I I 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Inform.atiqn Located in. Select;ed · Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations an<i Song 'Ii tles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Worl:ers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Farmer (Cont.) 
"Harvest" 
"Busy People" 
"The Farmer" 
"Farmyard Pets" 
"The Rooster" 
"The Farm" 
"Wake Up Sleepy 
Head" 
"Harvest Time" 
"The Little Farmer" 
"The Haymakers" 
"Hear That Toot in' 
Horn" 
Grade 
I 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
I I 
I 
X X 
X 
Vl 
Vl 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Loca ted in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
1 I I l I I \ II 
Kinds of Informational Content llll 
Referring to Occupations and ~fg j" · <D 
p::: ' S ''d ~ 
i 1 d 
Si. . . lfHo ~~. 21: S_.) Workers Contained n Se ecte : VJ , , 
H PP=l 
Music Series 
f:r.l H t 
P:: j~ f+> 1 ro 
8 1'-41 s:: r-i 
I -(!)I c~ 1'::; ml' s:·..:i o <D ; P-<j H 
~~~ ~~ pjglr:q'~ . ~ II II 
Seriesl l ' 
Title of Occupation and I I ! -~-..;:.a:.;.n::.::d::......:S::..:o:.:n:.:!g~---t-=G:::...r..::a:.::d:_:e~-=P:...::a~g.a..e=--.f ! I 
Farmer ( Cant • ) i 1 I 
"Farmyard Song" 4 3p.l02j 
"Chinese Farmer 
Song" 4 3p.114 x I 
11How the Corn 
Grows" 
"The Laborers" 
"I Plant Some Rice" 
"Song of Gold" 
"Nicote , Go Feed 
Your Goose" 
"Farmer J ack" 
"Four Grains of 
Corn" 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3p.l22 . 
3p.146 X 
3p.155 X 
lp.l2 
lp.69 lx 
lp.l37 ~ 
lp .157 ~ 
I I 
I 
j 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table ' IV Ana1ysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
t 1 i • I I I 
I I 
\ 
1 I 
Kinds of Inforrna tional Content I l . 
~i ~ Referring to Occupations and ~!(!)I. 1.-l 
P:: , s ''d I~ 
VJorkers Conta ined in Se lected gl~d~~~~ ~ · ~.· -! tp ::q 
f.:!:liHI I 
Music Series ::r:: , (!) f+l i (I) . 
E-; P-<1 jj ,.rl' 
f=-· I -r) g '-~ I 
oi <Dlp;i HI H 1·,-li c.l · 
r:Ll ~ t ~ i+> 1 8!81~·, ~ 1 E-; I ' ~I i·l f 
1 I 
Series I l l 1 
Title of Oc cupation and j I I 
___ _.;.:a:.;;n=d=-=S:..:o:..::n3gJ..-__ -+G::.:r=-a::.:.c.=" .::e ___ ...:.f..::a_:,.:;g~· e=-- 1 1 l I 
Farmer (Cont.) I . I 1 !' I 
"A Market Song" 5 2p.l5 I~ 
"Pretty Maid Milkine 1' ~ i 
Her Cow 5 2p.l71 ! 
"Haying Time" 5 3p.l54 1 
"The Harvest" 6 lp.88 ~ 
"Behind the Plow" 6 lp.l42 I 
"Country Evening" 6 2p. 34 I 
"Apple Time" 6 3p.6 ~ ! I 
"Song of the Happy I 
Farmer" 6 3P .108 I. 1 j 
"The Pretty Plow 
Boy" 6 3p.124 I 
l I I 1 I I l I 
,,· I I 
I I 
I ! I 
i I I ! I 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Music Series 
Series j ! 1 • 
Title of Occupation and 1 I j I 
___ .:;.a~n=d=--=S::..:o:..:n:.:Jg;<,_ _ . -fj..:::G=-r-=a:.::d:..::e=-,.......:P:...::a~e,2.:7 e:::_ ·r· ! I 
Farmer (Cont. ) I 
"Young Man Who 1 , 
Wouldn't" 6 3p.194 'x,. :
1
· 
"Hoe Corn" 6 3p.l94 X I 
"Reaping Song" 6 4P• 98 Xi I 
"Farmer's Song" 6 4p.117 X 
"I Will Go With My 
Father" 7 lp.66 X ,. 
"Old MacDonald" 7 lp 79 X 
"The Ploughman's • I 
Song" 7 lp.l22 X 
"Spring Plowing" 7 lp.l24 
"The Farmer's 
Breakfast" 7 2p.56 
I 
X 
X 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Informati on Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Infor mat i onal Cont ent 
Refer ring to Occupati ons and 
Worker s Conta ined in Selected 
Music Series 
\ l ~ 
i I ~ ., 
H 
0 
\ l' 1:~ 
.;1. m ;;~ ~ 
H . •GS H S:: m ~ ,. I (j) 0 til F I.-I <:!! 0 I Q!: Q) ~'~ ·'d t;d ~ l,g ,-g ~ 511 ~ :8 .s t8 
0 ~~-+DI S:: 0 -P 'd lo <D d S:: orl ~~~~~ ~~g ~Ft ~g ~ ~ lJ:1 1 ~ ( ~- H N 1::.-.. H <I! '0 H ,D ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ I ' ~ I 0 ;1 z lf:i1 8 <%! 
, . <Diro om a:l O.--IH.--1 ~~~~~-~~~·~Q) 0 ~ I ts .§ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
-r-11 e:l o _o 11 ~ m <.! o o o 
f:4 ;j ;_p :2i '0 .'+-i . ~ a:l ~ S t ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~lo H S:: 'ldJ<D m ~ ~~~ r ~ ~Q~~ ~ H~~ ~ ~~~~ 
rJ) 
z 
0 
H 8 
~ 
0 
H 
~ 
H 
....:! 
<~ 
5 
H 
,·. -r: 
H 
0 
0 
(/) 
I 
H 
c " .. 
1:7. F-1 
0 
~ 
~ f:i1 
m 
+> 
....-; 
m . d 
~~ H E-1 d H ..-! I» 
E-1 cJ +> 
H •r-1 
"dl8 .--1 cj 
~~ s:: 0 ~'1 +> v1 ~s:: H 
..c: m 0 
~ ,:z; ~ 
s:: 
0 
t8 
0 
E 
0 
~ Cll s:: 
H 0 
0 t8 ~ ~ 0 0 H 
.m · d E-1 
~ ~ ~ m ~- •r-1 :2i .p 0 
0 I ~ s:: cJ ~ H ~ (/) z E-1 s:: +> H 
rd ..-! H H I· s:: t~ (!) c::l ~ H .s::: f:i1 cJ ~ +> E-1 ~ lil 0 H ... :?l 
r:il H ~ ~, . . ' ~ ,, ,i ~ 
f::. - ~~ I ~, ---------------~------------~----~~-+-+1~----~~:~- - - -------+-+~-~------~~~~------~~~~--~~~-
Title of Occupation S=~~es \ 1 i i . 
1
1 I I 
I I I ~ ~ ....:! 
I 
-------~' l~ld~S~o~n~g~~- --~,G~r_a_d~e~~P_a~g~e __ 
1 
~~~ I 
Farmer (Cont.) 1 
"Harvest Song" . 7 2p. 58 1 X , 
"Harves t Ti me" 7 4p.25 IX X 
"Great Harvest Moon" 7 4p.l20 .X 
"The Morning Song" 7 4p .188 [X 
"Northern Harvest " 8 lp.l4 
"The Farmer Come To 
Town" 
"Haying Time " 
"Planting Song" 
Fireman 
"The Fire Engine" 
"The Fire Department " 
8 
8 
9 
1 
1 
4p. l 52 
4p. l 94 X X 
l p. l 73 X 
lp.l27 
4p.22 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song 'I'i tles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
I Fireman {Cont.) 
"The Fireman" 
"Ring the Fire 
"The Fire" 
"Firemen" 
Bell" I 
Fisherman 
"Food From the Sea" 
"iiohnny Went a 
Fishing" 
"Fishermen's Song" 
"Fearless Fishers" 
"The Fishermen" 
"Sailors., Aboard" 
Grade 
2 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
Series! 
and 1. 
Page 
I i , 
i I I 
! I 
2p.49 
Jp.24 
4p.90 
lp.92 
xl
1 i I 
.X I 
Jp.23 X I 
xl 
X I 2p.54 lp.90 
2p.26 
4p.l02 X 
1 4p.1s1 
I I 
X X 
X 
X 
I I 
I X X 
f I I X I X I 
0' 
0 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
l 
1 
I 
Kinds of Informational Content ' ~ Referring to Occupations and ~~ p:;:s lrdu 
Workers Contained in Selected or-. (l)~ :-o-o !".') d -~ 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Fisherman (Cont.) 
"Fisher Sails Away" 
"Thar She Blows" 
"Pull In Your Nets" 
"Fisher Folk" 
"The Fishing Fleet" 
**"The Fisherman" 
**(Adventure) 
Forest Ranger 
"Ranger Wishes" 
"The Forest Ranger" 
Grade 
6 
6 
7 
8 
8 
9 
2 
6 
p ~ 
f:ilH 
~~ .p m ~ r-1 Q) cil 
litr/l s( QQ) p.,r-. 
f:ill8 
..-tQ) 
::s·.p 
P::::l a' CIS 
~c::l •fxl ~ 
~I 
Series 
and 
Page 
2p.20 ! -X 
2p.ll6 1 
lp.71 X 
lp.32 X 
lp.l21 
lp.l20 X 
3p.80 X 
2p.lll X 
I ju 
. I~ 
~~ ~ ro 
~~ $ il.l 
'p.;, 
•• 
r/l ~- r-. 
r-. ~I C\l 
OO'l ~~ fQ ~15 1'-tbD 
0 .Prcj 0 Q) 
H ::l r-. ~r-. 8 OC1l r-. 
~. ~r H l z ~ r-1 
Om ~ 0 8 I t5 0 
t'J OhJ~ l1l Z rcj I~ _Ill 
H~dQ) Q) 
~HC!l ...:! Cll 
~ 
0 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
X 
t'J 
z 
H 
z 
H ~ 
<1! 0 
~ •r-1 
8 .p 
c;l 
f@ 0 ::l 
~ rcj f:il 
z 
0 r-1 
H rJ 
8 r-. 
~ C) ~ 
~ <D t'J 
r:r:l p:; 
P-. 
O'l 
~-
rl 
~ fJ.i .. 
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O'l 
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r-. ~ -8 
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X 
X 
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U) ~ 
z ~ 0 
H ,jj 
8 0 
..-;! E! 
0 .o 
H ~ lit O'l H r/l ~ 
H .p r-. 0 
·:1! ..-t 0 tj :zi 5 m c;l fH 0 .p r-. 0 H 
..-tm8 ·m cJ 8 
H g~ ~ C) ~ ~ <r! ~ m ,21 H 8d.P •rl · ~ 0 . r-. ..-t :z; ~ .p 0 0 1M 8r-l Om cJ lit 
Cl) d cj Hib1: ;:; Cl) z 
I ~- d 8 8~ .p H H ·-!! ..-t r-. r-. 
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rl) P-.~P-. er:q 010 H ~ 
f I !'21 II! M H P-. p:; I I ...:! · 
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X 
X 
X 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
I rcj 0 orl H Cl) s::: I H :z; 0 l~ ~ H 0 ~ j ~ H \ l ro 8 ~I IH ~ ..-:!! . a 0 I , 0 I I ~ :z; H H ~~~ Kinds of Informational Content ' ·P.. •• H 0 IIi !l.l ~H z H !l.l ~~ H p~ HS::: !l.l ....:1 +> H 0 Referring to Occupations and 0 !l.l <CJ!O O,.D (1.) <I! .,; ~ lj :zi ~t:d ~ ~ ::s ~::s p:: •r-l ~~ 5 !l.l c0 0 P::S 0 HtJD E-t+> ~ H C) H Workers Contained in Selected OH miS::: 0 +> rcj 0 .(1.) cS ~ .,~ .,; ' ::!) E-t {)) . C"J E-t ;:;;:o , !;) d H g H ~H ~g •r-l r-t ....:1 cjr (1.) lH :;;; H :::>P:: E-t ro .H c:l or-l <~ H r-1 ~ ~ !l.l F"1 IIIH H N f+::t H "'l!'d H,,.O H E-td +> •r-l p:: Music Series ~~ +>t!l.l ~· ul 0 I ~· 8~ 0 '"~ •r-l z ~ +> 0 s::: 1'-; z p:: ·,-; z 0 rl 0 !l.l ~ cJ IIi (l.)cj 0 !l.l ·~ Qj 0 rl rl rl co ~d cJ H QC ::s co z c:t..::r.l Srr-l 0 H s::: H d ul d I s:: E-t s::: ~ H 0~ .p, H 0 0 8 H .,; •r-1 H .0 ·-· !! .,; H H orl(l.) a 0 ~t~ tll P2 (1.) 
,0 """"-~ ~ !l.l p:: s::: 0 (1.) ~ ~~ ::s ·+> z 'g .ul s::: (1.) z s::: H ~. H p,,.q ~ O'ul H cjl(l.) (1.) ~ C.> c c7l 0 ..cl<D 0 cJ P,.P 8 ~~ ~~· ~ H Cl.l....:l Cl) a co P-i .~ ~ ~ ~ 00 H ~ p:; ~ 
~ 0 p:; ~ 1 ~ H ·~ p.. p.. 11:: I H :;-.. l 
Series I I 
Title of Occupation and 
and Song Grade Page 
Fortune Teller 
"The Fortune Teller" 1 2p.31 X 
"Fortune Teller" 4 2p.24 X X 
Gardener 
"1Jforkin.g" 1 41'·45 XX 
"Planting My Garden" 1 4p.46 X 
"Gardening" 3 4p.l65 X 
Gypsy 
"Mister Gypsy Man" 2 lp.?l X 
"A Gypsy Song" 4 4p.l63 X 
"Wragger Tagglc" 6 4p.88 X 
"Gypsy Song" 9 3p.l4 X X I 
Chora Pro ram g Book V 
• 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by· Occupations and Song Titles 
Series t 1 
Title of Occupation and I , 
and Song Grade Page t jl I 
Herdsman 
"On the Mountain" 4 lp.ll2IX 1 
11The Herdsmen" 5 2p.24 X j 
Housekeeper 
"Mulberry Bush" 
"Washing Dishes" 
"Copying Mother" 
"Over and Over" 
"At Our House" 
"Polly Put the Kettle 
On" 
"The Sweepers of 
Calais" 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
6 
' Jp.38 X 
4p.l0 X 
2p.9 
2p.l6 X 
3P·56 X 
Jp.57 X 
4p.65 X 
X 
' 
0) 
R H f)1 . 
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lZ; H 
H 0 . 
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H~ f~ 0) ~.~ (J) 1:8 8-P ....... 
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z 0 
0 ~ H 
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0 0 
H ~ li. O'J 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Info.:rma tion Located in Selected Mus ic Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song 'I·itles 
l 
-I 
; I 
11
1 
. ~ 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and ~~ ~ ~ 
Workers Contained in Selected ~~~d~i~ · 
k:--t !P l::q 
t=.ll H i I 
Music Series ~I' Q)t-1-) I U) 
E--t 1=4 s:: IH c.: c·· ~=~I "') t ;::1 .~ 0 Q)f p.,i H 
~ t..-t j Q) f:il ' ;:) ; .f.) ~,;...; r o<l cj ~ ~ ~~ ,~ ~, 
~I I, I 
Series I I i 1 
Title of Occupation and j · I , 
___ .....;.a...::n.;:...:ld--=S::...o::..;r:.=Jlg~_.....;._---r::G.:::...r_a_d_:e:_,...-=P:.-age ~ l I H:!;;!:~ning Hunter" I 3 3p.l4 I I 
"The Hunter" 3 3p.138 ~ 1. I 
"The Bold Hunter" 4 lp.l64 
"The Hunter's Return" 4 2p. 38 J 
"The Keeper" 4 Jp.l62 ~ 
"Hunter and Rabbit" 4 4p.136 
"The Alpine Hunter" 5 3p .l82 
"Daniel Boone" 5 4p.60 
"The Hunter" 
Inventor 
"Wise Ben Franklin" 
"Our Inventors" 
6 4p.216 
4 
5 
4p.l26 . 
2p.99 
I . j I I I I 
I I I 
I I 
! I I I 
I' . 
II 
X I I 
xf 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I I 
X 
I I X X I 
I I 
X 
X 
X 
.. 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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0 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series A:rranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
! l \ I I I 
\ I 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Worl:ers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Series 1 1 i 
Title of Occupation and j 
___ __;.a.:.;;n:.::."d:::......;S:::..~ · .:..o.:.:n:~.g~....-__ +G=-r=-a-=d~e-,...-=--Pag e ' 
Inventor (Cont.) j ~~ 
"The Great Dam11 6 2p.l24 
11The Cotton Gin" 6 2p.l40 . 
Jeweler 
"The Beadmaker11 6 lp.lll 
Light House Keeper 
"The Light Bouse" 5 lp.70 
Lumberman 
' 
"The Woodcutter" 3 lp.58 
"The Woodcutter" 4 lp.l4 X 
"'rhe Sawmill" /+ lp.l21 X 
"Trees" 4 Jp.l47l I 
i I 
l I 
I I 
! I 
! I 
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Lumberman (Cont.) 
"Once More" 
"For est er's Song" 
"My Beaut i ful Forest" 
"The Wind" 
"Dri ving Saw Logs" 
"Shanty Boy and the 
Pine" 
"Shant y Boys" 
Magic i an 
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Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Marine 
"The Marines Hymn" 
"Marine's Hymn" 
Mer chant 
"Orange Aiercbant" 
"Street Callers" 
Military Service 
"Defenders" 
Miller 
"The Water Mill 11 
"The Jolly Miller" 
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"Making Flour" 3 lp.73 I 
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"The Whistling 
Miller" 
"The Mill" 
Milkmaid 
"Where Are You Going" 
"Where Are You Going11 
"The Pretty Maid" 
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MilkJnan 
"The Mi llanan" 
"Song of the Milk 
Bottle" 
"Shopping" 
"Busy People" 
"Milk Wagon" 
"The Busy Milkman" 
"The Milkman" 
Miner 
"Song of the Miner" 
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"Down in a Coal Mine" 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
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Music Series 
Series l 1
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l 1 
Title of Occupation and I I ~ 
and Song 
1
Grade Page .
1
 f I 
.Mining (Gold) I 
"Ho For California" 5 4P• 56 I X X 
I I 1 Musician 
"Making Music" 
"The Kettle Dr1.llDIDer11 
"The Tambourine" 
"My Piccolo" 
"My Fiddle" 
"The Flute and Drum" 
''My Fiddle" 
·"Playing In the 
Band" 
"The Band" 
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Title of Occupation 
and Song Grade 
Musician (Cont. ') I 
"My Fiddle" 3 
"Making Music" 3 
"My Piano Lesson" 3 
"Playing Together" 3 
"Our Orchestra" 3 
"Dinah" 3 
"My Violin" 3 
"The Country Fiddle" 3 
"Music" 4 
"Can You Play?" 4 
"The Woodwind Duet" 4 
"Drummer Boy" 4 
"The Band" 4 
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Mus ician (Cont.) I j 
"The Har per" 5 lp.l52j 
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11
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
l 1 i I I I 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Music Series 
Series I ! I i,· 
Title of Occupation and j · I -
and Song Grade Page 1 !I I 
Musician {Cont.) [ 
"The Bagpiper" 6 4p.l49 ! 
"Arkansas Traveler" 6 4P • 205 I j 
"Hungarian Bugler" 7 lp.33 X · 
1 "The Piper" 7 lp.l72 , 1 11Here Comes The Band" 7 2p.l58 
"Time 1 t he Fiddler" 7 2p 172 X I 
"Dust in' Off the • I 
Piano" 
"The Musical Yak" 
"Bagpipes Playing" 
"Gypsy Music" 
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"Two-Part Song" 
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by Occupations and Song Titles 
I I 
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Kinds of Informational Content , 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song Grade 
Musician (Cont.) 
*"Trumpter, Blow" 
*"The Scale" 
*(Highways 
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News Boy 
"City Rain" 
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"A Friend in Need" 
Organ Grinder 
"The Organ Grinder" 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational .Information Located in Selected Busic Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Vlorkers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Organ Grinder (Cont.) 
"The Street Organ" 
"The Organ Man" 
"The Organ Grinder" 
"The Hurdy Gurdy" 
"The Hand Organ 
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5 
Man" 5 
"The Hurdy Gurdy" 7 
"The Hurdy Gurdy" 9 
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Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Mu.sic Series 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
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IIi Pioneer (Cont.) "The Pioneers" 
"Pioneers" 
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"My Policeman" 
"The Traffic 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Busic Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Title of Occupation 
. and Song 
Postman 
"Busy Postman" 
"The Postman" 
"The Postman" 
"The Postman" 
"When The Postman 
Comes" 
"Here Comes the 
Postman" 
"When the Postman 
Comes" 
"Mail Bags" 
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Referring to Occupations and 
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"Young Abe Lincoln" 
"George Washi ngton" 
"Vlashington and 
Lincoln" 
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Title of OccUpation and I 
and Song Grade Page I I 
. 
President (Cont.) I "Washington" 7 4p.213l X 
"To George Washington" 8 4p.234 . I X 
Radioman 
"The Radio" 2 lp.l64 X X 
Ragman 
"Ra~an" 1 lp.ll7 X 
"Ragman" 3 3p.33 X X 
Railroad Worker 
"Conductor's Call" 1 4p.26 X X 
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Table IV Analysis of .Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
:r r i I I I 
I I I 
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Referring to Occupations and 
Music Series 
Series I ! 1 1 · 
Title of Occupation and j I 1 . 
and Song Grade Page 1 l I 
Railroad Worker (Cont.) 
11Pat Wor ks on The 
Railroads" 
"Drill, Ye Tarriers" 
11Git On Board" 
*"J"ingle Medley" 
* (Highways and Byway~) 
Reporter 
"Aunt Reporter11 
Riveter 
"The Riveters 11 
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Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Sailor (Cant. ) 
"A Jolly Tar" 
"Sailor" 
"Walk Her Round 11 
"Tailor and Sailor" 
"Blow t he Man Down" 
"Three Little Ships" 
"Rolling King" 
"Blow the Man Down 11 
"Blow Ye Winds" 
"The Sailing Men" 
11 Cohunbus" 
"Cap Cod Chantey" 
Grade 
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Jp.20 
4p.l02 
4p.l03 
4p.l05 
2p.lOOIX 
2p. l54 ~ 
4P·37 l 
X I 
x! 
' I 
I 
I I I 
II I 
I ! t 
II 
x· 
I I 
I I 
I t 
X 
X 
X 
:X 
I I 
I 
X I 
XX 
X 
X 
X 
X fx 
·. X ~X 
l 
I 
xl 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
l I t 
I , 
\ 
j 
I 
l 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Worl:ers Contained in Selected 
Mus1c Series 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Sailor (Cont.) 
"Leave Her Jo:p.nny" 
11Glendy Burk" 
"Sailor----Careers" 
"Silver Sails" 
"Storm at Sea" 
"Eight Bells" 
"The Golden Vanity" , 
"Sailor's Song" 
"Sailing" 
"Roving Song" 
"The Sailor Maid" 
''Yo-Ho" 
"The Iarine's Star" 
Grade 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
Seriesf 
and j 
Page f 
I I I 
l ' 
, I 
4p.38 l~x 
4P· 53 I 
4p.l35 I 
lp.49 XJ lp.ll3 X 
Jp.61 
Jp.92 1 
l 
I 
Jp.ll9 ! 
3p.154 I 
Jp.l77 :X 
4p.l40 :X 
lp.21 
lp.38 :X 
T j ! I 
X 
:X 
I 
I 
I 
X I 
X X 
X 
· x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
l ~ ~ ~ (/} I ~ z ~~ ~· o . ~ H ~ \ rJ3 E-t 0 I ~~~ <1! El 1 (!) 0 0 z ~ H ~ Kinds of Informational Content ~~~ H 0 t:4 Ol 
~ Wl z H 
tf} ~ 
rg H ~~ H r:: I~ tf} ...::! +> H o :Referring to Oo.eupations . and 0 l7l P1 0 ~ ·::r: ...-i ~ <rl :zi ~- rg ~ rg ~ :;j ~~ ...-i § tf} cj +> 0 ~ 0 8 .p ~ +> H C) H Workers Contained ln Selected 0 r:: 0 ~ '(j 0(!) d r-1 ...-i tf} E-t tf} c-J E-t ~ 0 - ~~ ~ ~ ~f-t ~ C) ..-1 ~ ....:l d ~ ~ '+-i 5 f+;.t t\1 J.:i ~ L1 ... H ~ tf} ' · <, ~ ~ M ~~ H N fi:IH ~ H H E-t d ~ ..-l Music Serle a a> ~ j (\1 0 I ·E-t <t: 0 , J.:i...-i - +> 0 """' E-t Fl« ::X:: ..... z ,...... 0 H lE-t .-i 0 ~~ r:: rJ p;. <Dd 0 ff.l 
·ts ~ 0 
.-i .-i til gf H ::I (/} z !%.. Ill ~ 0 M H (j ro d I E-t ~ +> H 0 ~ .. ,H 0 0 E-t H .... ..-1 ...:I or-! c:! 0 <r: ...-i H H or-!Cl> 0 ~ ~~~ G] ~ .0 0, ..-<' tf} . tf} 0:: .r::• . ~ Q) A ~ g ji :z; t\1 ~ C) Q) .,:! !>lCH ~ H .c: ril £o"l F-1 H r:: ciS~ Q) ~ Q) 0 .C:<Do tJ .j.J E-t ~ ~ 1-1 tllH o"1 0 til P..~lp_, ~ ril 0 0 H ril A:: ~ 
~ 0 p::: r=l I I ·IJ:l H z .,. p.. p_, ~ ...:I > 
· · -
Seri-es i I ~itle of Occupation a.nd 
ahd song . . G:tade Page I 
Sailor . (Cont . ) 
".John Paul Jones " 7 2p . 87 X X 
"Sail i ng" 8 lp.l67 X X X 
"Away for Rio" 8 4p.l56 X 
"When I Was a Lad" 8 lp.l76 X X 
"Cap 'n Storm Along" 9 lp . l2 X XX 
"Blow the Man" 9 lp.40 X X X 
"Tale of the 
Sailor" 9 lp.lOl X X X X 
"My Gallant Crew" 9 lp.l80 X X X ( 
*"Glendy Burk11 9 3p . 22 X X X X XI 
*(Highways and Byw ys) 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupa tlonal Information Located ln Selected :Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
T l 
I I l I 
\ I 
I I Kinds of Informational Content I 
~~~ ~ Referring to Occupations and 
p:: . !:1 'rd j'd ojl7-i !Q) s::· 
Vlorkers Contained in Selected :r~ ~·~~~~ 
(:i, . I=-! . 
Music Series ::r::i<Df+=>!"'l . 8P,..[S::H 
. .. c:: I cJ 
Title of Occupation 
and Song 
Scissors' Grinder 
"The Scissor's 
Grinder" 
11The Scissors' 
Grinder's Bell" 
"Scissor-Man" 
"The Scissors 
Grinder" 
"The Scissors 
Grinder" 
"Knife Grinder's 
Song" 
"The Scissor's 
Grinder" 
~~~ l sJ-8 
~ t·rl! Q) I'Ll I ;j !+=> p:: ;::l ' o' cJ ~ !~ if.il!~ l ~I! jl 
Series I ! I 1 
and ! !' I' Grade Page 
1 
~ . 
2p.58 I I I 1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
8 
I I J 4p.19 I 
lp.l51 ·x 
2p.45 
lp.64 
4p.l6 
lp.l51 
X 
I t I 
I I 
I I 
xl 
I I 
I I 
II I I \ . 
I I 
X 
X 
X 
XX 
I I 
. I 
X 
X X 
X 
t 
Table IV. Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located 1n Selected :Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
' f 
. I 
l 
' I 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Music Series 
Series 1 ll 1 
Title of Oc.cupa tion and 1 II , 
and Song . Grade Page t' , I 
Sculptor I ,. I 
"The Primitive l 
Sculptor" 5 lp. 54 · I I 
l 
Shepherd (ess) 
"Shepherds and the 
Star" 
"The Soldier and 
Shepherd" 
"At the Pasture 
Bars" 
"Alpine Shepherd" 
"My Lamb & My 
Sheep" 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
I 
lp.84 X 
3p.l43 X I 
lp. 21 X I 
lp.l05 
3p.70 X 
I I I 
II ! I I I I I I I 
I I I I 
I I 
lj 
X ! 
t I 
XX 
X 
X 
I 
Cl) 
z 
0 
H 
8 
~ 
Q 
H 
~ 
H 
H 
·~ § 
H 
~ 
H 
0 
0 
(I) 
I 
H 
~ 
0 
r/l p:: 
Ill 
P-. 
I 
t 
al ~ ol 
sl 
0 
~ Ul 
!J) S:: · 
~ H 0 · o rl :<:':i (/) cS lG-t +> 0 
+l H C) H 
-rl !J) 8 !J) C"J E-t. ... 
d +> 0 t'i-j $ H .... I» ~ rJl E-t d +> •M .. ~ 
H'rl z ~ +l 0 · HE-t.--i 0 ()) . cJ ,• ~ 
g~ g H bC !E ,CI) z 8 s:: H 
-rldO <, ~ orf .H H 
ll~ cr:: 's::. ·o (!) . !=l ~ H P....C: fil ..c: (!)I 0 cj P,.P 8 P-.~P-. ~ w 0 0 . H 
1 r 
~ 
1-'r~ H p:; l I H 
l i 
Tabl~ IY Analysis of Kind:sr· ol:~· acCl>tpa:t\i:.orurle<un~orma~tl_on Located in Se,,}.~c~,~~: !a\l.Sic Series; Arr~ng~d 
· ·· ' ' · by Occupa tl'~~and·:Soog Titles --~-- · . · 
. \ 
Wort~ers Contained in Selected 
Mus ic Series 
Series! I I 
Title of Occupation and ' ! and Song Grade Page 
t Sh epherd (ess} (Cant.) f 
"The Lonely Shepherd" 4 4p.92 IX 
"Song of the Shepherd" 5 lp.44 X 
"The Shepherdess" 5 lp.l58 X 
"Sheep on the 
Hills ide" 5 Jp.ll9 X 
"Boy and Goat" 5 4P•77 X 
11T'ne Shepherd Boy" 6 lp.53 
"The Merry Shepherd" 6 lp.ll6 
"The Shepherd's Pipe" 6 2p.27 X 
"Tending the Sheep" 6 3p.24 lx 
"The Shepherd Boys" 6 4P•5l 1 
"The Shepherd" 6 4p.98 
"The Goa t Herders" 6 4p.215 
i 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
l f II I
I I 1 t 
x xlli 
1
xlx! jl 
I ' I 
I IJ 
, I 
I 
X 
. I 
! I I 
I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
· X 
X 
I 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
,- I jro I ~ ~- rJ) s::: I z ~ ~~~ 0 H lP \ l ·~ 8 0 I ~~~ -1! a j 0 0 0 i rfl . z ~ H ~ Kinds of Informational Content ' ~ ~~ /.. 0 li. H to z H ~ s::: ~~ H ~l m H s::: I~ ~ ....:! H ~ Referring to Occupations and 00) 8 ~ 0 ~ ·~ ...-! 0 · ;2t rd~ rg O,::l~::l ...-! § ~ cj ~ +l 0 P::El ~OHI::.O 8 +l ...-! ~ H 0 H 
Workers Contained " Selected Of-t Q) s::: 0 
.J-)'tjO<D cj s::: ~ ...-! ~ E-1 11.ld 8 ~n ;3: 0 ~ d H ::lH~H ~ 0 ...-! ....:! cj (j) G-i ~ ~ p l:Q 8 OC\1 H .g d rci '·~ H ~ :>. ~ ~ rx:l H N fi:! H ~ H H 8 ..j..l ..... ~ 
Music Series t:r:CI) .{-)17.) ~ • cj 0 I r:q 8 < 0 H ~ z ~ ..j..l 0 8p:; S:::MI :::r:: r-1 z ~ ·~ 0 ~ 8 0 ,; cJ li. Q)t'j 0 ~ 
·ts aS 
0 rl Cf.) ~ 
cj H ;::! f/} z 
PJ;.al a !-n 0 H s::: H d I 0 s::: 8 s::: ..j..l H ()(!) ~H 0 0 8 H ...... ~ ....:! ...... 0 ~ ...-! f..t H 
..-f(\) 0 0 ~~~ q} ~ 0 0 <~ tl} ~· ~ s::: ~~ (\) l=l ~r ;::1•-i-l z 'g C\1 s::: 0 ~~ z l>l ~ ~ H :5 r:q o'C\1 H ~.~ (j) ~ C> 1£ 0 ..G (\)C) cj 8 f:cl~ ifd H Cl) 0 ell {/} Poi ~ Poi ~ lil 0 0 H r:q p:; ~ <( 0 p::; ~ I lil H z ' > p... Poi p:; ....:! ::- I 
Series I I 
I 
Title of Occupation and 
and Scmg G;ra.de Pa_g_e i I I 
Shepherd (ess ) (Cont. ) i 
"The Shepher dess " 6 4p.218 l X X 
"Nor thern 
Shepher dess " 7 l p.J7 X X X 
***"Carol of the 
Shepherds" 7 Jp.68 X X 
"Little David " 7 /+p .62 X 
11Lonely Shepherd" 8 lp. l 80 X X 
"The Ti mi d Shepherd" 8 4p .68 I X 
11Wake , Young 
Shepherds" 8 4p . 75 X 
*** (Many Lands ) 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
·-
l ~ ~~ H 0) s:: 1 z 0 ~ 0 ~ H I l ~ E-t 0 !{)~ - ..-x: E : e> u 0 ! Cll z H H ~ Kinds of Informational Content ' ~~ ~ H 0 li-. Cll Cll z H tl) s:: rz~ H p jm H s:: lgf Cll ....:1 ..j..) H 0 Referring to Oecupations and 0 ~~~ ~ 0 (!) ·::I! .,..; ~ tG :zi 't:J~ ~ ~ ..-1 ~ § tl) l-j 0 OS.. E-t ..j..) l-..-1 ~ H 0 H Workers Contained in Selected OH <DS:: 0 ~ 0 (j) d s:: ~ "6~E-t Cll cJ E-t ~ 0 tl) d · H g HF!=S-1 sa 0 ..-1 ....:1 ~ 'H ~ ~ p :X: E-t CIS H ,g d ~ ,."1! . Ht..-1 :;>-. tl) J:il H N ~ H ~ H H E-t c.:! ..j..) ..j..) •..-! ~ 
Music Series :;r:: ~ ..j..)Cl) § I d 0 I r:r:l E-t ~ u 1M I~;:: ~ ~ ..j..) 0 E-t S::r-1 ::X:: r-1 z 1.-t 0 0 I~ rJ li-. <Dd 0 tl) 
•t:5 ~ 0 r-1 r-1 l1J g~ E H .;:j 11) z Ji4 Cll E !..-t u H H d ro d I E-t s:: ..j..) H 0 <D ~t 0 . 0 8 H ..-1 ..-1 ....:1 ..-I dO r.2 ..-1 H H r8 ~ 0 ~1~ Ill ~ 0 t) 0 ... ~ "') ..j..) 01 s::· ~~ Q) ~ ~ i§ 'g aS s:: Q f~ :z; P,S::H f£1 H 1-A f:::l ~ H ~~ <D PS (l) I~ 0 ..C:<Do z cJ ..j..) E-t ~ ~ H {/) 0 {/) {/) P...l::st:l. ~ r:r:l 0 0 H r:r:l ~ ._. i I I .2; - ~ 0 p.::; r::::t j:iJ H z '> (:1. (:1. ~ ....:1 ? 
Series I ' I Title of Occupation and 
and Song G~ade Page I 
She1)herd. ( ess ) (Cont.) 
"While Shepher ds I 
Watched" 8 4p.226 X 
****"Come , 0 Ye 
~epherds " 9 l p.ll4 X 
****"Alpine Shepherd" 9 l p. l 31 X X 
*"The Goose Gi r l" 9 Jp. J9 X X X 
* (Highways and Byway ) 
****( Di scovery ) 
Silversmi t h 
"Paul Rever e11 7 2p . l3 XX X X 
Shoemaker 
"The Cobbl er Shopn 1 2p.56 X X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupa.tj,onal Information Located in Se·lected !1Iusic Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Series 1 I l !' 
Title of Occupation and j I . ------~a~n~d~S~o~n~g----~G~r~a~d~e~~P~a~g~e~t· I I 
Sho~~~~~~e~~ont.) 1 4p.20 I I 
"John Smith" 1 4p.24 X i '· 
"The Shoemaker" 1 4P·98 ll 
"The Cobbler" 2 2p .46 · j 
"The Cobbler and I · 
Elves" 2 2p.l58 I 1
1 11The Cobbler11 3 4p.17 
"The Cobbler and ' 
Crow" 
"The Happy Cobbler" 
"The Old Cobbler" 
5 
6 
6 
2p.58 
lp.25 
2p.93 
t I 
I 
I t 
l 1. 
I I 
II I 
\ 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
I 
1 
I 
I 
X 
X 
X X 
Tabl~ IV Analysis of Kinds: or-· Occupati:te·naf ··]tuf:q~_ma;tif.P:!J,lt iP.&~~p~:ftV~~~~"':J,f~~rnp~;t;~;.;f~~ s Arranged 
'·' by OceupationmY~;·S-ong · T:I:t:t:es ··. · · · ·· 
;:,. ·., I I l I I 
I I 
.. ..... , . \ 
I 
; 
Kinds of Informational&' C'ontent j. ··· · 
... ,· " -~ . 
Referring to Occupations and . hi · CD ~f(i) H . 
!1:: l S 'tJ I'd · 0 :Y CD ' S:: Workers Contained in Selected > o ,~ ld 
-h; -~~~ 
Music Series 
lil !!:.-! I 
::r::ICi+>tm . 
E-ifiS::H 
I cuI c;J !':.. rn S i·rl 0 CD,Pl!H ~~~g.t~ . 
~F~~ 
~{ 
' I 
Series 1 1 1 ,1 
Title of Occupation and [ I 
and Song Grade Page 
1
. l I 
Shoemaker (Cont.) 
"The Pretty Girls I 
and the J 
Shoemaker" 7 4p.l25 ! J 
****"The Cobbler" 9 lp.l6 1 
****(Treasure) 
Soldier 
"On Parade" 
"The Caisson Song" 
"Soldier, Soldier" 
"Old Camp Ground" 
"Soldier, Will You 
Marry Me 11 
3 
5 
5 
5 
6 
4p.l49 I 
2p. l 2 l:x 
2p.J9 ] 
Jp.l58 
;~.12 ] 
f l 
X 
I I I 
I I I 
I 
I 
I X 
I 
X 
X X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Located in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
Kinds of Informational Content 
Referring to Occupations and 
Workers Contained in Selected 
Music Series 
Series! ! l ' 
, , I I 
Title ~;d O~~~~a tion Grad e ;~~e I 1 i 
1
_ 
----=~'----r---~-=--.~, . . Soldier (Cont. ) 1 j 
"On Patrol" j 6 4p.21 I l 
"Song of ·the Soldier" 7 lp . l28 'I 
"Caisson Song" I 7 2p.l57 X 
"Hep! Hepl" 7 . 2p .228 
Spinner 
"Spinning Song" 
"Spinning Song" 
"The Weary -Spinner" 
"Spinning Song" 
Sports 
"Wi n" 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
2p.l9 
4P·49 
l p .l2 
4p. l34 
2:p. l 55 
X 
X 
X I 
X 
I I 
X 
X 
X 
~ 
0 
H 
8 
--1! 
0 
H 
li. I 
H I rJl H . -P 
<1! I -rl ~Cf.l d 
'--" -1-l ' H . 
.n j:;1 E-1 
...:! dt-P . ~ ~r~ li 
0 IH!-rl OH 8 .rj 
Cl) d ~I CJ 1 . 0 l=! 1-l .-rl . d 0 
.-!! C'li-PI rJl ~hi~ H 
O,.C: ' <DIO 
W P-i 1:::1 P-1 l IX: . 
fi:l. r 1 · 
P-i 1 r 
X 
:zj " 
0 
H 
8 
:;S 
IX! 
0 
li. 
z 
H 
X 
X 
X 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Information Locate·d in Selected Music Series Arranged 
by Occupations and Song Titles 
\ 11 
, I 
t 
Kinds of Informational Content I 
.. ~I~[ Referring to Occupations and 
Worl:::ers Contained in Se lec ted ?= o u; 1o 6,'~1··.~ i'gl li-tllp.,::r:: 
Music Series 
J.1:.1l~ 
::r:1 j_Q). l.p I W 
E-t !'-'-' )::! i,-1 Rl ~!)~,~ ~.~ 
0 I<D p,j H ~ '..-li (J) ~ 1--<i.p P:: "" &ks · ~l5 ! rx:t1' :sl ~1 I! I 
Series! 
Title of Occupation and I 
and Song Grade Pao·e • 
I I I 
I I 
l _S_p_o_r_t_s~(C~o~n-t=.~)~~----~~~~~~~~~t 
"Skiing" 7 4p.116! 
"Camptown Races" 7 4p .l43l 
Steel Worker 
"Sing of Steel" 
"Drivin' Steel" 
6 
6 
2p.ll5 
4P• 50 X 
Storekeeper 
"Shoppi ng" 1 
110ur Store" 
"My Shopping List" 
"The Grocerman" 
11How to Keep a Store" 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
~ lp.48 lp.53 
2p.5l 
2p.52 
2p.J2 X 
I 
! 
I l 
I 
I 
! Xj 
X 
X 
X 
I 
f I I ~ 
j ! ' 
I • I 
111 
llx 
XX 
X X 
X 
. X 
X 
I ; 
I 
. K 
Table IV Analysis of Kinds ot 6ccv.pat1onal . Information Located in Selected Mus ic Series Arranged 
· ... ·., by Occupa tiona and Song Titles 
\ I 
I I ; I 
Kinds of Informational Content : ' ~ 
Referring to Occupations and ~ ;m~ ~~~~o .. ~ Workers Contained in Selected ~ o · ' ·, 
- ;..... r· ~J I ·" 
Music Series 
rl p.p:: 
p:J H ' I 
P=l i~l+l! rJ) E-t j!-1-t ~ ' .-I 
<!.' j c:i f:c;l r;')l s ;oM 
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~I I ~ I 
Series I I l 1 
T __ i_t_l_e~o~f.::.:__:O::;..c ~cu::.:;!p~a-t_l_· o_n_. ~:....:..;,_-=---=ap:_na...::do~~e~ ~~ j 
1
1
1
. 'I: and Song Grade " 
I St~~~·~~:!r~~o~!;!e" 5 2p.l971 l J 
"Solomon Levi" 6 Jp.l46 j 1 
Tailor 
"Tailor and Sailor" 
"The Bagpipes" 
Tanner 
"Jolly Tanners' Song" 
Taxi Driver 
"TaJci" 
11TaJcis 11 
4 
6 
7 
1 
2 
2p.56 
4p.l49 
lp.l6 1 :X 
2p.60 ::x 
lp.l29 !:X 
I 
~ rrl 
~ 0 
siQ 
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~ .~ b( 0 S::l-ri 
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P-i' 
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I 
X 
X 
l 
rJ} ~ 
:z; 0 
0 ~ H 
8 0 
.-:t! 51 0 
H !5!Ul Iii I I C'l H s:: H I+' HO ~ 151 g · o ~ ?-i § i<H 4-J 0 (.) H 
-ri h'l [-l rJ) d 
·" 8 
...:! cj i+l 0'+-i .,..;< 
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Table IV Analysis of Kinds of Occupational Informa t ion Loca t ed 1n Selected Music Series Arra nged 
by Occupations a nd Song Titles 
\ I 
! 
Kinds of Inf ormational Content 1 
Refer ring to Occupat i ons and ~~~ ~ 
~Ei ' 'd 
Workers Conta ined in Se lected 
H pl::r:l !Ilk 
Music Series ~ Q)rgl~ 
~ ~~~~·@,jt 
fil ~ ~ ~;; ~ 'o'l c-~ ~ plr=q l ~, 
~II, i 
Series l j \ 1 
Ti t le of Occupa tion apd 1 1 ! I 
and Song Grade Page · ! ) T-ea-ch-er___.;..,;,....~~-.....-.j~ ---=--r~~ t
1 
.,· I 
"Mar y Had a Li ttle I J 
Lamb" 1 3p. l 2 [ I 
"Our School Room" 2 3P. _31 ! 
"Schoolroom Helpers" 2 4p. 128 ! ~ 
T inker 
"Jolly Old Roger" 4 3p . l50 I 
I 
T r ansport ation 
"Trolley Car" 2 3p. l 0 
"Trai ns" 5 4p .ll4 
T r apper 
"Three Trapper s " 6 l:p. :Jq_ X 
I I ' 
I II 
I ' I I I 
! I 
X 
I 
(/} 
:z; 
0 
H 
8 
~ 
0 
H 
1'4 
H 
H g 
H 
c.~ 
H 
0 
0 
(/) 
I 
H 
c- r' 
~ 
0 
(/} 
~ 
r:Lf 
P-i 
I 
I 
I 
I I U) 
' +> 
OJ I 1"2 
+l' H 
rr; I C') [-i 
cj ..j.) 
H l•rl ~ 
8 d ,+' 
'HI'rl 1M 1['--i rj 
.§~ 1 § 
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Series ' 
Title of Occupation and I 
and Soru<: G:rade Page 
Water Carrier 
"The Water Carri er 's 
Scng" 9 l p.20 ] 
Weaver 
"Weaving" 4 l p. lJ3 :X X 
"Weaver John" 4 2p. 92 :X :X 
Weatherman 
"Weat herman" 1 l p.l24 X 
"Weather" 2 l p. 46 l:x :X 
Zookeeper 
"Growly Bear" 2 Jp.59 X 
Analysis of kinds of occupational information.-- If the child 
at an early age is taught to recognize something of the nature and im-
portance of every occupation he will be more able to plan for his own 
vocational future and cooperate in later life with other citizens and 
workers. Knowing the nature of the different kinds of work to be done 
a person is in a better position to understand other workers and their 
problems. A knowledge of the duties and conditions associated with 
various occupations enables the pupil to plan for the kind of wcrk he 
is physically best fitted to do. Knowing something about the preparation 
needed should be of major interest in making plans for furthering one's 
educational experience or vocational training. A knowledge of required 
personal and social qualification helps the student to appreciate the 
fact that his personal traits count in making good in any occupation. 
Any facts regarding income enables one to evaluate the differences in 
pay for the types of work to be done. 
Table IV reveals the fact that at an early age the pupil is 
made aware of the old and the new occupations through the text of the 
song. Some of the 'occupational information may readily come under the 
heading of a major concept, while other information is less meaningful, 
and in some instances decidedly limited. 
In Table IV the major topic, Nature of Work, has the greatest 
portion of occupational information with a total of 280 references. 
More than half of these come under the subdivision heading of "duties 
99 
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performed." The second largest number of references, totaling 245, is 
found under the major topic, Personal and Social Qualifications with a 
fairly equal representation in the two subdivisions of "physicaln and 
"personality" traits. 
The major topics, Working Conditions and Remunerati on, both 
vital phases in occupational information, have the least number of 
references. 
Table IV further reveals that out of 532 song titles approxi-
mately 490 contain significant occupational information; the remaining 
number are of value only in mentioning occupational titles which may 
stimulate a discussion pertaining to detailed information concerning 
them. 
From the analysis of Table IV the conclusion may be formed 
that, with the exception of the major topics, Working Conditions and 
Remuneration, the occupational information treated in these music series 
is well-balanced. 
Because the information referring to Remuneration is treated 
so slightly it may well suggest that music as revealed in the series 
examined, is a poor medium for learning about this particular kind of 
occupational information. 
Sample Concepts Derived From Songs 
The previous listing of occupational titles and classification 
of kinds of occupational information found in selected song books are 
indicative of the contributions which music might make to the child's 
understanding of the world of work. The value of these data, however, 
are better seen when sample concepts pertaining to the occupational in-
formation located in songs are presented in an organized manner. 
The following excerpts are taken from the text found in the four 
selected music series, and are listed under the six major topic headings 
used in Table IV. 
The Nature of the Work.-- This major topic includes the following 
sub-divisions; Duties Performed, Equipment Used, and Materials Handled. 
Under this major topic 30 quotations taken from the selected 
music series ·songs will be presented, using a· limited number of ten for 
each of the three grade levels. 
Occupation 
Blacksmith: 
Carpenter: 
Cowboy: 
Entertainer: 
Farmer: 
Housekeeper: 
Grades I-III 
"Men are toiling ·while the 
harruners ring • 11 
"I pound the steel, glowing 
with heat. 11 
11The carpenter saws, he 
planes till the boards 
are smooth and flat. tt 
uever the prairie the cow-
boy will ride. u 
"I walk upon my hands and 
knees, I stand upon my 
head, I tumble down and 
bump my head. 11 
"It is time to do the mow-
ing, See the men who did 
the sowing are now going 
to do the mowing." 
11 This is the way we wash 
our clothes, This is the 
way we iron our clothes, 
1/ Abbreviations mean Series 1 - page 78, Grade III. 
Source of quotation 
S.l-78,G.III 
!I 
S.3-84,G.III 
S.2-199,G.I 
S.4-llO,G.II 
8.2-326, G.I 
S.l-ll2,G.I 
l Ql 
., 
Occupation 
Housekeeper: 
Hunter: 
Lumberman: 
Organ Grinder: 
Policeman: 
Canal Worker: 
Chimney Sweeper: 
Grades I~III (continued) Source of Quotation 
This is the way we scrub 
the floor, This is the way 
we sweep the house. 11 S.3-38,G.I 
"Washing and mending and 
dusting, cleaning and 
sweeping and baking, Then 
we start all over again." S.2-16,G.III 
11Many seals and bears I've 
trapped, Much meat and 
skins I•ll carry homeward. 11 S.3-14,G.III 
nsend their sharp axes 
swinging, words of warning 
are calling, Now a mighty 
pine tree is falling." S.l-58,G.III 
"Turning and turning the 
man plays, grinding his 
organ on bright sunny 
days.n S.l-95,G.II 
•He is always stan:ling 
there, At the corner of 
the square, All the cars 
and taxis do, Everything 
he tells them to.n S.l-28,G.I 
''Who always helps his fellow 
men? Who briggs the lost 
children home again? Who 
answers questions every 
day? and h~lps the people 
find their way. When we 1re 
in trouble we all say: 
Policeman.• 
Grades IV-VI 
''We've hauled some barges 
in our day, Filled with 
S.2-44,G.II 
lumber, coal and hay." S.2-114,G.I 
"Ill sweep your chimney, 
wielding my broom through 
cinders deep'! S.l-135,G.IV 
li 
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Occupation 
Farmer: 
Forest Ranger: 
Lumberman: 
Marine: 
Shepherd: 
Tinker: 
Trapper: 
Vender: 
Blacksmith: 
Cowboy: 
Grades "N -VI (continued) Source of Quotat:io n 
"Time is for us to be mowing, 
spreading, turning, raking, 
and gath'ring. Sickles are 
swinging, tossing, pitching." S.l-l.42,G.IV 
"Women, finished with their 
mowing, To the floor the 
wheat are throwing." S.4-9S,G.VI 
"I go riding on the trail, I'm 
riding on patrol, with an eye 
alert for any sort of danger, 
And I feed the forest creatures 
when the winter days are here." S.2-lll,G.V 
·~ith our axes on our shoulders, 
Many a tall and stately tree 
will come tumbling to the 
ground." 
nwe fight our country's battle, 
S.3-lOO,G.V 
In the air, on land and sea." S.3-60,G.V 
11 The shepherd calls his flock 
He leads his sheep aloft." S.l-13l,G.IV 
"Far off in the meadow, thro' 
the grasses deep, Roams a 
youthful shepherd, following 
his sheep." S.4-92,G.IV 
11Tinker (mend) a kettle or pan, 
or bucket, or skimmer, or 
dipper, or can." S.3-150,G.IV 
"A load of furs they carried 
of bears and foxes sly." S.l-36,G.VI 
"I've pansies and pale mignon-
ette, Who'll buy my flowers." S.l-28,G.IV 
Grades VII-IX 
"The bellows is springing, 
His hammer is swinging." 
"Herding the cattle over the 
prairie, Rounding up doggies, 
:r10.pin 1 and brandin 1 ." 
S.4-14,G.VII 
5.4-lO,G.VII 
l Ol ___ :-" 
7 
Occupation 
Cowboy: 
Farmer: 
Lumberman: 
Peddler: 
Grades VII-IX (continued) 
11 Go hitch up your horses, go 
feed them some hay.n 
"I feed the chicks and toss · 
some hay, Then drive the cows 
upon their way. " 
11 Cutting the harvest the 
ground doth yield, Tossing 
the hay high." 
JtSwinging an axe from morning 
till night, In the midst of 
the forest so drear." 
''Far away driving saw-logs ·on 
the Plover. n 
"I've lockets, I have lace 
I have trinkets for your 
grace. 11 
Railroad Worker: 11 Then swing your hammer and 
swing your pick, Drill ye 
tarries drill." 
Sailor: •He sits up on the hurricane 
roof, And keeps his eye on 
the crew. 11 
"I cleaned the windows, and I 
swept the floor." 
Scissors Grinder: liFrom door to door and from 
town to town, And without 
end his cries ascend." 
Silversmith: 
Trapper: 
•Made silver teapots, porring-
ers and spoons, He engraved 
the music for Colonial tunes." 
"He's wear y of bear and of 
buffalo, His pelts are be-
ginning to stack. 11 
Source af Quotation 
S.4-ll,G.VII 
S.4-188,G.VII 
S.4-194,G.VIII 
S.4"rlll,G.VIII 
S.6-146,G.VII 
S.2-85,G.VII 
S.2-15.3,G.VII 
s.l-176,G.VITI 
S.l-15l,G.VIII 
S.2-1.3,G.VII 
S • .3-94,G.VII 
Summary Comments.-- In Grades I ,- III the word content gives 
ample opportunity for imitation of the work to be done by the worker. 
The song contents for housekeeper provides for the phy$ical action of 
II 
I 
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washing clothes, scrubbing the floor and sweeping the house. The car-
penter is pictured sawing and planing the boards until they are smooth 
while the lumberman is sending his sharp axe swinging. 
At grade level IV-VI one finds a greater variety of occupations 
and a development of vocabulary. This level finds the student coming in 
contact with the canal worker who "hauls barges," and the rather unique 
chimney sweeper who llwields his broom through cinders deep," also the 
tinker v1ho repairs skimmers and dippers. The forest ranger is described 
rather maturely as having his eye "alert for any sort of danger." 
Grade level VII-IX presents "grown up11 concepts and a more devel-
oped vocabulary. While the increase in the number of new occupations is 
small the text gives more detailed information regarding those occu-
pations discussed at the lower grade levels. Also at this higher grade 
level there are fewer songs to be sung about the working world. The 
text deals more with the philosophical side of life and introduces the 
early classics in music. 
The Working Conditions.-- This major topic includes the follow-
ing sub-divisions: Indoors or Outdoors; Safe or Hazardous; Length of 
W.o.rking Day or Period; Seasonal, Irregular or Steady • 
. Under this major topic 30 quotations taken from the selected 
music series songs will be presented, using a limited number of ten for 
each of the three grade levels. 
Occuoation Grades I-III Source of Quotation' 
Blacksmith: "Cling, Clang, Dusty is the 
air. n S.l-78,G.III 
Fireman: "The fireman are always 
ready .by night or day.u S.2-49,G.II 
~10 5 
Occupation 
Fisherman: 
, Housekeeper: 
Milkman: 
Organ Grinder: 
Policeman: 
Riveter: ; 
Sailor: 
Teacher: 
Aviator: 
Blacksmith: 
Farmer: 
Fisherman: 
Grades I-III (continued) 
"Fishing for food while other 
people sleep." 
"Always trying to ;:l:ceep ·ouv 
house so neat." 
"Through sun and rain 
Through winter and sleet 
The milkman is jogging 
along our street." 
'"Grinding his organ on bright 
sunny days." 
11 Stand i..ng on the corner he 
holds his hand up high. 11 
"The men are driving rivets 
in, And oh, they make a 
dreadful din, just hear 
their hammers fly." 
"I love to sail upon the sea, 
I love to cross the ocean.u 
"Each one of us must do his 
shar e, In all our work and 
play, To make our school 
room clean and bright, · 
Through every happy day. 
Grades IV-VI 
11 In rough and stormy weather 
I'd make a landing soon." 
11The blacksmith stands by his 
hot furnace glowing. 11 
''Wake up arrl hoe that. corn so 
early in the mornin·1; . 11 
"Then in the fall I reap my 
harvest." 
"Our good ship shall ride the 
storm, Though loud the winds 
be blowing." 
Source of Quotat ion 
S.3-23,G.II 
S.3-56,G.III 
S.2-54,G.I 
S.l-38,G .II 
S.4-154,G.II 
S.2-198,G.I 
S.2-7l,G.II 
S4-128,G.II 
S.4-135,G.V 
S.l-152,G.V 
S.2-73,G.IV 
S .3-lOS,G.VI 
S.l-90,G.IV 
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Occupation 
Hunter: 
Lumberman:, 
Marine: 
Soldier: 
Steel Worker: 
· Forest Ranger: 
Cowboy: 
Farmer: 
Lumberman: 
Miner: 
Musician: 
Grades IV-VI (continued) 
ttFar on the mountain top you 
take your noon day rest." 
11Hidden in a cave so snug 
·One cold day I met a grizzly 
bear. " 
"Through the lonely forest 
tracks goes the woodman with 
his ax." 
1'F ought in every clime ·and 
place, In the snow of far 
off northerh lands, and in 
the stinny tropic scenes." 
u To the front day and night 
where the dough boys dig and 
fight.n 
"Driving steel is hard work." 
"I'm on guard from dawn •till 
dark. 11 
Grades VII-IX 
"I tm up in the morning afore 
daylight, And afore I sleep 
Source of Quotation 
s.l-164,G.IV 
S.4-60,G.V 
S.l-14,G.IV 
5.2-lO,G.VI 
S.2-12,G.V 
S.4-50,G.VI 
5.2-lll,G.VI 
the moon shines bright. 11 S.4-134,G.VIII 
"I rise up with the sun to get 
mY work a.n ·done." s.4-188,G.VII 
"Grain must be gathered under-
neath the broiling sun." S.4-25,G.VII 
"0h a shantyman 1 s life is a 
wearisome life." 5.4-lll,G.VIII 
''FoJ' where the Dog· Star (sun) 
never glows, I wear away my 
day.u S.2-15l,G.VII 
11He keeps on playing while 
the gentry sleep. 11 S.2-172,G.VII 
Organ Grinder: -"No one wants to hear him 
No one feels a pity, 
I 
I 
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il 
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Occupation Grades VII-IX (continued) Source 
l 08 
of Q.uatati~ -~ 
Organ Grinder: 
Peddler: 
President: 
Railroad Worker: 
Shepherd: 
Storm and rain and sunshine 
find him, also night and 
noon with the same unhappy 
tune." 
"Dmvn the street the whole day 
long, With my pack of goods." 
"Long days spent in labor. n 
"I •ve been working on the rail-
road, All the livelong day, 
S.3-118,G.IX 
S.2-95,G,VII 
S.4-212,G.VII 
Rise up early in the morn.11 S.3-154,G.IX 
~hile shepherds watched their 
flock by night.n S.4-226,G.VIII 
Summary Comments.-- At grade level I-III references are some-
~nat limited, but the information presented has great significance to 
the child, as is found in the content of the milkman• s song. Regardless 
of the conditions, whether it be "sun, rain or winter sleet" the milk 
must be delivered. The noise element of riveting was emphasized as 
making a "dreadful din11 • The fireman is pictured as being "ready by 
night or day." 
The working conditions at grade level IV-VI are made more real-
istic. The blacksmith is pictured standing by his hot furnace, and the 
steel worker is described as doing hard work. The forest ranger's life 
is not so glamorous when the text reveals that he is on guard from "dawn 
•till dark. n 
At the junior high level the working conditions are interestingly 
stated as they affect the worker. The lumberman's life is "wearisome," 
the miner 11wears away his daytt where the sun never glows, and the musi-
II 
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cian has to keep on playing 11while the gentry sleep." 
The Preparation and Training.-- This major topic includes 
the following sub-divisions: General Education, Special Training, and 
Special Abilities or Skills. 
Under this major topic 30 quotations taken from the selected 
music series songs will be presented, using a limited number of ten for 
each of the three grade levels. 
Occupation 
Cowboy: 
Farmer: 
Housekeeper: 
Hunter: 
Miller: 
Musician: 
Policeman: 
Scissor's Grinder: 
Shoemaker: 
Grades I-III 
"Here he comes whir ling the 
rope in his hand, Soon he 
will lasso the cattle to 
brand." 
"Shall I show you how the 
farmer sows his bar ley and 
wheat.n 
"This is the way we ·sweep 
the house, This is the way 
Source of Quotation 
5.4-ll:O,G.II 
S.2-109,G.II 
we bake our bread." S.3-3S,G.I 
'~hen first I came to hunt 
the bear I little knew the 
skills of hunting." S.3-l4,G.III 
"You can see me grind the 
barley, You can see me 
grind the wheat." S.l-165,G.II 
noh we can play on the big 
brass drum, And this is 
the way to do it." 5.3-S,G.II 
11I put my hand up and all 
the drivers stop, or I 
have to know why.n . s.l-103,G.I 
*1I 111 mend a broken plate 
Bring your knives and 
garden shears." 
11Can he make a shoe? That 
S.l-15l,G.II 
1 09 __ 
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Occupation 
Shoemaker: 
Waitress: 
Cowboy: 
Fortune Teller: 
Hunter: 
Lumberman: 
President: 
Sailor: 
Grades I-III (continued) 
he can do. Here a nail and 
there a nail." 
11I know how to set a table 
I will put each knife and 
fork in its place, Every 
cup must have its saucer." 
Grades IV-VI 
11My trade is strapping 
saddles and pulling bridle 
reins, I can throw a lasso 
with speed and graceful 
Source a! Quotation 
S.4-24,G.I 
S.l-93,G.I 
ease." s.l-18,G.V 
"I 111 tell you right, I 1 ll. 
tell you true, The things 
I see will happen to you. 11 S.2-24,G.IV 
"The first doe he shot at he 
rnissed. 11 S.2-162,G.IV 
11The oak tree is sturdily 
made, The maple is slender 
and tall, The willow is 
graceful and thin.n S.3-147,G.IV-
"For he knew right and duty. 11 S.2-96,G.V 
"With a compass needle I tell, 
A right true compass needle 
works just so." S.2-56,G.IV 
nwhose steady eye could make 
the course to steer." S.2-lOO,G.V 
,. 
Scissors 1 Grinder: "Grinding your cutl1ry is my 
trade, If I should train her 
in my way, That would be folly 
Sculptor: 
Steel Worker: 
so they say.n S.4-16,G.V 
"Teach me howto tint clay, 
Teach me how to draw 
Teach me how to paint the 
skies.n 
"Men of strength and men of 
skill, will shape it 
S.l-54,G.V 
I 
!1 110 r -
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Occu:eation Grades IV-VI ~continued) Source of Quotation 
II 
II 
II Steel Worker: in the rolling mill." S.2-ll5,G.VI 
,, II Weaver: "Through our patterns fair I 
I colors bright and glowing." S.l-133,G.IV I 
II Grades VII-IX 
Aviation: "Hold the course due west-
ward, Yet figure how I will, 
The earth will turn beneath 
me." S.2-56,G.VII 
Cowboy: 
"Every educated feller ain •t 
a plumb green horn, If you 
can use the lariat like you 
rode Old Zebra Dun you 1re 
just the man I 1ve been look-
I ing for. 11 S.3-82,G. IX I 
Discoverer: "And west by the compass he II 
steered, H~ found a new land, 
II 
a new world. 11 S.4-194,G.VII 
II Entertainer: "I can bound and I can som-
ersault upon a lighted ,, 
stage, If I see attention 
wander I can balance on my ( ear~" S.l-176,G.IX 
Musician: "Tuning up the fiddle" I· 
Slidin 1 on the trombone ll 
Tootin 1 on the trumpet, lj Beating on the bass drum." S.2-176,G.VII I 
Organ Grinder: 11 The Wheezing we can master, II 
If we only turn it faster." S.l-144,G.VII 
I 
Peddler: "Good morning, oh tell me 
I what you lack this morning, There's nothing so useful as 
I honey. I•ve lockets, I have lace, I have trinkets for 
your grace.rr S.2-85,G.VII 
Silver smith: "He engraved the music for 
Colonial tunes, His foundry 
was turning out anvils, He 
- ---
~ 
' 'I 
Occupation 
Silversmith: 
Sports: 
Trapper: 
Grades VII-IX (continued) Source of Quotation 
also made the meeting house 
bell. 11 S,2-13,G.VII 
"Our skill and courage trying, 
Down hillside steep we plunge 
and leap." S.4-116,G.VII 
11Then t s the time the skins have 
been dressed." S.2-94,G.VII 
Sunnnary Comments.-- At grade level I-III the information has 
definite value even though fragmentary. Through imitation the child 
may soon learn the skills needed to be a successful cowboy, that of 
lassoing the cattle to brand. Using the same approach the musician's 
skills may be imitated by playing the big bass drum. "And this is the 
way we do it." 
The preparation and training information at the grade level 
IV-VI has a good deal to offer. The cowboy song reveals his trade as 
not just lassoing with speed but it consists of strapping a saddle and 
pulling bridle reins. Precision instruments are introduced by the sailor 
with his compass. The word "trade" is fre quently used in the occupation 
of the scissors' grinder described as saying "grinding your cutl 1ry is 
my trade." 
The grade level VII-IX presents more specific information as 
in the field of aviation the phrase is used 11 yet figure how I will the 
earth will turn beneath me." In the field of sports, skill and courage 
are stressed as important factors. 
The Personal and Social Qualifications.-- This major topic 
includes the following sub-divisions: Physical Traits, Mental Traits, 
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and Personality Traits. 
Under this major topic 30 quotations, taken from the selected 
music series songs, will be presented, using a limited number of ten for 
each of the three grade levels.. 
Occupation Grades I - III Source of Quotation 
Blacksmith: 11I keep at work pounding a.way. 11 s.2-84,G.III 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
!J Discoverer: 11Never showed a sign of f'ear, 
But kept his faith and hope 
-----
·- ,-
( ( / 
·~,! 
~ I 
ii 
~I 
I 
I' 
·I 
!j 
I, 
,, 
Farmer: 
Fireman: 
Milkman: 
Nurse: 
Policeman: 
Postman: 
Teacher: 
Blacksmith: 
Chimney Sweeper: 
and cheer." S.4-27,G.III 
"The farm is such a jolly place, 
We see the farmer, big and 
strong." S.4-152,G.II 
"The fireman is a. soldier so 
true, so brave, He is so 
proud and strong. 11 S.2-49,G.II 
"Milkmen strong and steady. 11 S.2-83,G.II 
11 She brings first aid with 
loving care, Oh, I have a 
friend, the school nurse." S.2-70,G~I 
"He is big and strong, He is 
very kind. I like the 
friendly cop. 11 S.2-13,G.I 
"The busy postman whistles 
because he's glad to bring 
a letter or a valentine." 
11Made his way by honest toil, 
Working thro' the night and 
S.l-77,G.I 
day, Hardship great he overcame." S.4-1.34,G.III 
11The teacher's voice and smile. 11 S.3-3l,G.II 
· Grades IV -VI 
"The blacksmith - a sturdy 
arm swinging." 
"Boys can jump in because 
they are thin." S.l-125,G.IV 
,, 
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Occupation 
Farmer: 
Fisherman: 
Grades IV-VI (continued) 
'~ith joy I sing the miracle of 
spring. I give my grateful 
praise." 
11No gull more free or daring 
than he, so bravely faring." 
ll. 
Source of guotation 
S.2-l08,G.VI 
S.2-20,G.VI 
I 
·I 
I 
II I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Occupation 
Miner: 
Peddler: 
President: 
Sailor: 
Grades VII-IX (continued) 
"My hands are horny, hard and 
black with working in the 
vein, I am a jovial collier 
lad." 
"Young and lusty, strong and 
. sturdy shoulders.•• 
"He whose calm wisdom still 
guides us, Whose courage, un-
swerving has blessed all our 
days." 
11The sailor's life is bold and 
free, His home is on the 
rolling sea, For many a stormy 
wind shall blow. tt 
Source of Quotation 
S.2-15l,G.VII 
S .3-26 ,G~.IX 
S.4-234,G.VIII 
S.l-167,G.VIII 
i Soldier: 11So heads up and shoulders 
square with strong and steady 
tread.11 II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I ,f 
S.2-228_,G.VII 
Summary Comments.-- The personal qualifications at grade 
level I-III refer chiefly to the physical aspect with an occasional 
mental reference as in describing the policeman as 'being"big and strong 
and very kind." 
The personal and social qualifications at grade level IV-VI 
become more detailed regarding the physical aspect as vfith the chimney 
sweeper, boys are preferred because "they are thin and can jump in. •• 
The miner is described as hardy. The mental and personality traits are 
more evident in the text at this level. The hunter is pictured as re-
joicing in danger; the shepherd as guarding his fl.ock with loving care, 
and the organizer using mercy as his guide. 
At grade level VII-IX the personal and social qualifications 
are stressed in a more mature sense. The blacksmith and miner are 
----
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usually described by their physical appearance, while the president's 
essential mental and personality traits are pointed out. 
Remuneration.- This major topic includes the following sub-
divisions: Earnings, Opportunities for Promotion, and Other Satis-
factions. 
Because of the limited number of references under this major 
topic only 18 quotations will be presented with a varying number at 
each grade level. 
Occupation 
Organ Grinder: 
Sailor: 
Merchant: 
Miller: 
Organ Grinder: 
Sailor: 
Grades I-III 
ttHe'il make the pennies 
ring. 11 
"I love to sail upon the 
sea, I love to cross the 
ocean, The sailor's life 
Source of Quotation 
S.l-38,G.II 
is the life forme." S.2-7l,G.II 
Grades IV-VI 
"I took them (oranges) to 
market, Nobody bought them 
at all." 5.4-13·7 ,G.V 
"Breezes make all my sails 
go round, And the flour is 
speedily ground, Soon it 
will bring me a bag of 
silver. 11 S-l-160,G.V 
"See his plate for pennies 
empty every day. 11 S.2-188,G.V 
11Tony !mows we will pay 
him well.• S.2-170,G.V 
"To me the life of a sailor 
or a fine career will make, 
I'll sail from Maine to 
Liverpool, throughout the 
Seven Seas, And anchor where 
I please.n S.4-135,G.V 
II 
I 
,, 
Occupation 
:I 
Sailor: 
I' 
il ~~ Shoemaker• 
I 
I 
Cowboy: 
Farmer: 
Lumberman: 
~~ Musician: 
II il Railroad Worker: 
:j 
Sailor: 
Grades IV-VI (continued) 
liThe sailor's life i s bold 
and free, His home is on the 
rolling sea, And never heart 
more true and brave, Than 
Source of Quotation 
his who launches on the wave.n S.l-154,G.VI 
"New shoes he makes of old, 
with a lot of good-will 
thrown in, Pay him his 
modest fee, His smile of 
friendship is free." S.2-93,G.VI 
Grades VII-IX 
"Went to the boss to draw 
my roll, He had me figured 
out nine dollars in the hole." S.l-214,G.VIII 
11The farmer is the man 
Lives on credit till the 
fall, With interest rate 
so high, Its a wonder he 
don •t die, For the mort-
gage man's the one who 
gets it all." 
11Now all young men take this 
advice, You'd better work 
upon a farm; Than to drive 
saw-logs on the Plover, 
You'll never get your pay." 
"The clerk our work will su~" 
"Who can spare a penny, a 
nickel, or a dime, For the 
Fiddler . on the corner." 
"In his little place there's 
not a coin to show." 
"Eight hour stretches an' 
six hours 1 pay. n 
"The sailor's life is bold and 
free, His home is on the 
rolling sea, And never heart 
more true ani brave, Than his 
who launches on the wave. 11 
S.4-152,G.VIII 
S.2-146,G.VII 
S.4-128,G.VII 
S.2-172,G.VII 
S.3-118,G.IX 
S.2-153,G.VII 
S.l-167,G.VIII 
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Occupation 
Scissors Grinder: 
Grades VII-IX ( cont:inued) 
"Some days are good, others 
are poor, In the open air he 
finds his freedom, All the 
world is his riches." 
Source of Quotation 
S.l-15l,G.VIll 
§ummary Comments.-- The grade level I-III offers only one 
reference to earnings and that is regarding the organ grinder's pennies. 
Under the occupation of sailor the thought of other satisfactions is 
brought out. 
At grade level IV-VI the remuneration topic has rather limited 
references to the actual earnings in the various fields of work, but 
other satisfactions are emphasized as in the case of the shoemaker who 
is pictured as practising good will. 
The remuneration at the junior high level deals with more 
technical terms, such as the farmer who lives on credit, and finds that 
the interest rate on his mortgage is high. The railroad worker is con-
cerned about working eight hours for only six hours pay, while the cow-
boy finds the boss has him "in the hole nine dollars.u The fluctuation 
of earnings is revealed in the scissors 1 grinder song. 
Limited Information.-- The following examples have been 
selected to illustrate through direct quotation how limited the _content 
may be, even though the title is of an occupational nature. 
Occupation Grades I-III Source of Quotation 
II Fire=: 
!r 
"Here comes the truck and 
engine.n S.4-22,G.I 
S.3-00,G.II Forest Ranger: 
Hunter: 
"Riding the open prairie." 
"From the forest trees among, 
Strides the hunter tall and 
young.n 
II 
S.J-138,G.III ,[ 
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/1 Occupation . 
I 
II Miller: 
!I 
il Mlllonaid: 
Postman: 
Scissors Grinder: 
Shepherdess: 
Store Keeper: 
Weatherman: 
Lighthouse Keeper: 
Railroad Worker: 
Shepherd: 
Shoemaker: 
Aviation: 
Bell Ringer: 
Fisherman: 
Musician: 
I 
:, 
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Grades I-III (continued) Source of Quotation 
liBut while he sings his merry 
lay, His heart is o'er the 
hills away.u S.2-53,G.II 
"I'm going a milking sir.11 S.3-90,G.III 
"Here comes the postman 
friendly as can be.n 
11Down the street comes the 
scissors grinder.u 
11In a meadow sat a maiden 
'While the sheep around her 
fei.'ed. 11 
"Come again some day." 
11! 111 tell the people when 
it's hot, That soon it will 
be colder." 
Grades IV-VI 
"I can see the lamp that t s 
burning.• 
11Pat do this, Pat do that.n 
11Shepherd lads merrily pipe 
their simple tunes." 
"There was a merry cobbler, 
busy as a bee." 
Grades VII-IX 
nshe moves on airy pinions." 
"Chime those bells, What 
Chimes are those that peal 
so sweet. 11 
"Heave up, my lads, the 
anchor, Run up ~he sail 
again." 
S.4-23,G.I 
S.2-58,G.I 
S.3-143,G.III 
S.2-5l,G.II 
S.l-46,G.II 
S.l-lll,G.Vi 
S.4-57,G.V 
S.l-205,G.IV 
S.2-58,G.V 
S.l-128,G.IX 
S.l-84,G.IX 
S.l-120,G.IX 
11Trumpter blow, Heeding, 
leading, Everyone here. 11 
II 
S.3-45,G.IX I' 
1 
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II 
Tanner: 
Grades VII-IX (continued) 
11I spy and peep through the 
woodland deep, And trust to 
a tanner's luck. 11 
Source 
S.l-16, G.VII 
Summary Comments.-- At grade level I-III there are many instances 
where the fine illustration would tell the story rather than the text. 
Limited information at grade level IV-VI is not as evident as in 
the lower grades. One example of limited information might be that of 
the shepherd merrily playing a simple tune without any reference to his 
duties .. 
Grade level VII-IX offers few references pert~ining to limited 
information. The reason being that occupational titles and refErences 
are fewer at this level. One example might be referring to aviation 
as "moving on airy pinions. 11 
-~I ~-==---=-=- -- - ____ ,, 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION 
Distribution of Kinds of Information Presented :I 
I In the preceding chapters, tables have been 11 Recapitulation,--
/1 presented with the purpose of revealing the amount of occupational in-
il 
I 
,, 
i 
formation available in the text of the songs used in the every day life 
of a child. 
Table I, in Chapter III, gives the frequency distribution of 
532 song titles pertaining to occupational information found in the 
selected music series within the range of three grade levels. At a 
I glance one may recognize the popularity of certain occupations. 
il 
Farming, 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I' 
.I 
II 
II 
,, 
,, 
jl 
il 
for example, heads the list at all grade levels, while some occupations 
have only a single reference. 
Table II, in the same chapter, gives the frequency distribution 
of titles by grade levels as found in each selected music series. This 
table enables one to compare the contributions made by each of the four 
series at the three grade levels. 
Table III, also in Chapter III, gives the analysis by functional 
groupings. The classifications are those found in the Dictionary of 
.!1 . 
Occupational Titles, Part IV. This information under such groupings 
has real significance if one is interested in knowing how much of the 
1/ Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part IV, Entry Occupational Classi-
1 fication, War Manpower Commission Division of Occupational Analysis, 
· Washington, D.C., 1944 (Revised Edition) 
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song content pertains to the various fields of work such as; Special 
122 
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Talent, Organized Knowledge, Clerical Group, Public Contact, Service, 
Primary Outdoor, Trade Learner, Coordinative Work, and Manual Labor. 
Table IV, in Chapter IV, presents kinds of information re-
ferring to the occupations and workers, contained in the four selected 
music series. This information was tabulated and includes the following 
main topics; Nature of Work, Working Conditions, Preparation and Training, 
Personal and Social Qualifications, Remuneration and Limited Information. 
From examining this table one may get a fairly comprehensive picture of 
the kind of information included by major heading and selected sub-divi-
sion. 
Table V presents the qualitative and quantitative analysis of 
all the occupational information found in the selected music series. 
This table summarizes at the various grade levels the number of references 
'' ~/ 
made pertaining to the major topics found in Table. IV. 
Educational Significance.-- The major purpose of this study 
has been to indicate the kinds of occupational information which are in-
eluded in the context of songs in published music series. Pupils who 
are helped to assimilate this information would obviously be better pre-
pared to profit from vocational guidance service in la·ter grades than 
would pupils who are permitted to pass over the occupational content of 
! songs studies. 
In each of the series reviewed is a range of sixty to · seventy 
occupational titles with a representative n~ber at each grade level. 
Apart from the occupational information phase of this study, 
=-=~~=~- ----
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il value may be placed on the tabulated information covering the four 
I series content as to song titles and grade range, For the t eacher who 
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is primarily interested in the musical contents of any one of the four 
series, Chapter IV gives a summary description of each book within the 
series. 
Summary of Data by Order of Information Reported 
Analysis by Area.- Reference to Table V reveals that a large 
percentage of the skilled occupation references come under the heading 
Artist, Dentist, Designer, Doctor, Forest Ranger, Musician, Sculptor, 
and Teacher. The "semi-skilledn occupation references, in many instances, 
come under the heading of Nature of Work, as found in the songs per-
taining to Blacksmith, Canal Worker, Herdsman, Housekeeper, Hunter, 
Chimney Sweeper, Fireman, Fisherman, Marine, Railroad Worker, and 
Riveter. The teunskilled 11 occupation references seem to appear most 
frequently under the combined headings of Nature of Work ani Personal-
Social Qualifications which are found in songs such as; Bell Ringer, 
Newsboy, Ragman, and Shepherd(ess). 
~able V. Qualitative and Quantitative Analysis of the Occupational 
Information Found in the Selected Music Series. 
Occupational 
Titles 
Grade 
Level 
Number 
of 
Titles Number of References 
:I 
I' 
I! 
Alaskian Occ. 
Animal Trainer 
Artist 
Aviation 
i[ 
11 Baker 
I Beekeeper 
1 Bell Ringer 
il 
11 Blacksmith 
I' 
,1 Broadcasting 
I! Bus Driver 
1
1 Canal Worker 
Candy Maker 
Carpenter 
1: 
:1 Chimney Sweeper 
I! Clock Maker 
l1 Coachman 
\1 Conductor 
11 Cook 
Cowboy 
· Dentist 
Designer 
Discoverer 
1 
3 
1 
17 
10 
4 
2 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
37 
1 
1 
2 
7-9 
4-6 
1-3 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
4-6 
4-6 
4-6 
1-3 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
4-6 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
1-3 
7-9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
3 
1 
1 
l. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
9 
11 
1 
l. 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
1 
l. 
2 
1 
1 
1. 
3 
2 
]. 
1 
1 
1 
8 
5 
1 
1 
1 
3 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
8 
9 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l. 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
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Table V. (continued) 
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~umber Grade +> ~ 0 Qls:l ~ ::s s SH It\ 0 0 ~10 Q)Q>' (]) •r-l 
of Level :<::; ?!:: p., ~ P:< H 
Titles Number of References 
Doctor 2 1-.3 2 1. 
4-6 1 
Dressmaker 1 1-.3 1 1 
Eng:ineer 1 1-.3 1 1. 
Enter tamer 11 1-.3 4 7 
4-6 1 1 1 
7-9 2 .3 
Farmer 71 1-.3 16 5 11 10 .3 
4-6 21 1 3 6 1 
7-9 10 4 1 5 
Fireman 6 1-.3 .3 2 .3 1 
4-6 1 1 
Fisherman 12 1-3 1 1 1 
4-6 4 4 5 
7-9 .3 1 3 .3 
Forest Ranger 2 1-3 1 1 
4-6 1 1 
Fortune Teller 2 1-.3 1 
4-6 1 1 
Gardener 3 1-.3 5 
Gypsy 4 1-3 1 
4-6 1 1 
7-9 1 l. 
Herdsman 2 4-6 2 1 2 
Housekeeper 7 1-3 5 3 .3 1 
4-6 1 l. 
Hunter 9 1-3 1 2 
4-6 5 1 5 6 
Inventor 4 4-6 4 4 
Jeweler 1 4-6 1 
II 
Light House Keeper 1 4-6 1 
Lumberman 11 1-.3 .3 .3 
4-6 .3 3 1 
II 7-9 5 2 1 I M •• agl.Cl.an l 4-6 1 l 
i! Marine 2 4-6 2 4 
II 
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Table V. (continued) 
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0 14 O•rl 14 
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Titles Number of References 
Merchant 2 4-6 4 2 
Military Service 1 4-6 1 1 2 
Mill er 7 1-3 2 l 1 3 
4-6 1 2 1 
Milkmaid 3 1-3 2 2 
4-6 1 1 
Milkman 7 1-3 4 3 6 
4-6 1 
Miner 3 4-6 4 1 2 
7-9 1 2 
Mining (Gold) 1 4-6 2 1 
Musician 49 1-3 17 
4-6 17 5 
7-9 5 8 1 1 
News Boy 1 4-6 1 
Nurse 1 1-3 1 
Organ Grinder 9 1-3 3 1 ]. 
4-6 2 1 1 1 
7-9 1 1 1 1 
Organizer 1 4-6 1 1 
Peddler 7 4-6 3 1 3 3 1 
7-9 1 1 1 4 
Pioneer 4 4-6 1 2 1 4 
7-9 1 
Policeman 8 1-3 6 2 5 
4-6 1 1 1 
Postman 8 1-3 5 1 3 
Potter 1 4-6 1 1 1 
President 6 1-3 3 3 
4-6 2 5 
Radioman 1 1-3 1 1 
Ragman 2 1-3 2 1 
Railroad Worker 5 1-3 1 1 
4-6 1 
7-9 4 2 1 
Reporter 1 1-3 1 1 
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I Table V. (continued) 
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of Level z : ~?=: P-1 P-1 p:; ~ 
Titles Number of References 
Riveter l. 1-3 1 1 
Sailor 34 1-3 1 1 
4-6 12 4 5 18 5 
7-9 5 5 3 13 5 
Scissors' Grinder 7 1-3 1 1 2 1 1 
4-6 1 3 2 
7-9 . 1 1 2 
Sculptor 1 4-6 2 
Shepherd (ess) 28 1-3 2 1 1 
4-6 11 5 6 7 2 
7-9 5 2 1 2 4 
Silversmith l. 7-9 2 2 
Shoemaker 12 1-3 2 7 
4-6 3 3 1. 
7-9 2 l. 
Soldier 9 1-3 1 
4-6 3 1 1 2 
7-9 1 1 2 
Spinner 4 1-3 1 1 
4-6 3 1 
Sports 3 4-6 1 1 
7-9 1 1 1 
Steel Worker 2 4-6 1 4 
Store Keeper 7 1-3 6 3 
4-6 2 1 
Tailor 2 4-6 2 1 
Tanner 1 7-9 1 1 
Taxi Driver 2 1-3 2 1 1 
Teacher 3 1-3 2 2 1 
Tinker 1 4-6 1 
Transportation 2 1-3 1 
4-6 1 
Trapper 2 4-6 1 1 1 
7-9 1 1 
Truck Driver 1 1-3 1 
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Titles 
F-t >M'd <» ~ 0 Number Grade ::I t: § fJ 0..-i J:1 ...... ~ p .'lj (I) ., ~ !! ~ or level ~ Q)l=j ,.. :::s ., oo ~., Ol d ~ .....:! z ;;: Pi 
Vender 
Waitress 
Watchman 
Water Carrier 
Vieaver 
Weatherman I. Zookeeper 
Titles 
11 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
1-3 
4-6 
7-9 
4-6 
1-3 
1-3 
p::: 
Number , of R~ferer,tces 
2 ? 
6 3 
3 2 
1 1 
1 
1 
2 1 1 
1 1 
F.rom point of view of balanced treatment it was unfortunate not 
1 
1 
2 
1 
]L 
to find a more representative number of references revealing the remuner-
at ive phase of the world of work, whether it be concerning earnings, 
opportunities for promotion or any other satisfactions. The richness 
of the information dealing with Personal-Social Qualifications howerer, 
found at the various grade levels partially offsets a lack of numerous 
references in other areas. 
Analysis by Grade.-- Table VI, giving the distribution of occupa-
tional data in the four music series by area and grade, reveals that 
there are more references to every kind of occupational information 
found in the four series at the 4-6 grade level with the exception of 
Remuneration. The 1-3 grade level is second highest in the number of 
references, while the 7-9 grade level has the smallest number of 
ij l 28 
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.I r~~:ferences with the 
1: 
exception of Remuneration. The kind of information 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
obviously is more logically placed at a higher grade level. 
Table VI. Distribution of Occupational Data in Four Music Series by 
Area and Grade. 
Kind of Occupational Information Number of References 
By Area By Grade Level 
1-3 4-6 7-9 Total 
Nature of the Work 101 112 67 280 
Personal-Social Qualification 75 ll8 52 245 
Preparation and Training 84 94 .31. 209 
Working Conditions 20 24 18 62 
Limited Information 1.9 17 6 42 
Remuneration 2 10 12 24 
Totals .301 .375 1'86 862 
The total of the tallies registered for Limited Information is 
not too high when the grade range is taken into consideration. There 
are many instances in Grades One through Six that, even though the title 
is definitely occupati9nal, the textual content related to occupations 
I would neither fit the purpose of the composer nor be of real interest 
1 
to the pupil. 
S:Uggested Methods of Imparting Occu-
pational Information through Music I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II li 
ii 
If pupils are to acquire an adequate background of occupational 
information it is obvious that the occupational information content in-
herent in regular courses will have to be more effectively presented 
than it is at present. This study is not primarily concerned with methods 
of imparting occupational information but in this concluding section a 
few suggested methods that relate to music education are briefly men-
tioned. 
II 
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1. Free discussion.-- Develop an occupational vocabulary 
relative to the pupils' experiences. 
a) Urban Background 
These children may contribute by discussing the 
various occupations they come in contact with every day. First before 
leaving for school, starting with the milkman, postman and baker, and 
continuing with the occupations encountered while on the way to school 
such as the bus driver, storekeeper and linesman. A third grouping 
might be the jobs done in school by the teacher and janitor. 
b) Rural Background 
The pupils with this background may readily con-
tribute to the discussion because of practical experience on the farm. 
Gradually the occupations of a more urban nature may be presented. The 
illustrations provided in each volume will have definite value as a 
teaching aid. As the grade level increases more detailed information 
may be presented for discussion pertaining to the personal and social 
qualif~cations. 
c) Individual's experience 
Before the actual singing takes place the content 
of the song may be related to the child's experience, for example the 
farm songs may be preceded by such questions as; (1) How many have lived 
or stayed on a farm? (2) What did the farmer do in the spring, summer-
time, fall and winter? (1) How many go ~o the grocery store? (2) Does 
the storekeeper have to use numbers? (3) How many hours does he have to 
stay in the store? (4) Does he have to be cheerful? (5) Why? (l) How 
===T 
11 many have seen lumberman working? (2) Is the work dangerous? (3) Where 
does the lumberman live during his busy season? 
2. Pantomime.-- Interpreting the physical effort needed for 
a particular occupation would have a definite teaching value to students 
in Grades 1-3. Action on underlined words • 
.v 
"The Mulberry Bush11 
'l'his is the way we~ our clothes 
This is the way we iron our clothes 
This is the way we scrub the floor 
'This is the way we mend our clothes. y -
"The Farmer" 
Look •tis thus that the farmer sows 
his wheat and barley ----
Look •tis thus that the farmer reaps 
his wheat and barley 
Look •tis thus that the farmer threshes 
his wheat and barley. 
3. Dramatization.-- Many of the songs can readily be "acted 
out 11 during the process of singing, as for example: 
J/ 
11 The Carpenter" (Demonstrating the physical and 
mental effort required in this kind of work) 
The carpenter ~ with a zz-zz-zz 
zz-zz-zz 
And he planes •till the boards are 
smooth and flat, 
Then he measures with a rule 
And he hammers and he hammers. 
!/ The Mulberry Bush, Grade I, Series 3, Page 38. 
y The Farmer, Grade II, Series 3, Page 106. 
1/ Mister Carpenter, Grade I, Series 2, Page 199. 
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I 
follow directions) 
y 
"The Vender11 (Demonstrating good salesmanship) 
I 1ve pansies and pale mignonette 
Y(hofll buy my flowers. 
.. y 
"The Waitress" (Demonstrating the ability to 
I know how to set a table 
I will put each knife and 
fork in its place, Every 
cup must have its saucer. 
4. Posters.-- There is value in the use of posters and 
pictures illustrating the occupational material presented in the test ~ 
the song. This poster material may be a student project. Publishing 
houses have excellent illustration posters. 
5. Bulletin Board.-- Encourage the students to bring in 
pictures from newspapers and magazines pertaining to the occupations 
being discussed. 
6. Recordings (Victrola).-- The use of work song rec.ords 
at the early grade level would aid when teaching rote or demonstrating 
pantomime songs. 
7. Field Trips.-- Value as a teaching aid may be well-
organized visits to near-by places of employment such as a dairy farm, 
chicken farm, post office, fire station, and police station. 
8. Publications.-- The following suggestions would furnish 
11 up-to-date information covering a wide range of occupations. 
I 
il i· 
Selected List of Occupational Information, Government and 
11·y The Flower Girl, Grade Iv, 
;! y Setting the Table, 
!I 
I 
'I 
II 
Grade I, 
Series 1, Page 28. 
Series 1, Page 93. 
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Non-Government Publications. 
:1 Dictionary
2
/f Occupational Titles, Part rv, Entry 
r\ Occupational Classifications.-
Occupational Index. Monthly with annual cumulative 
index, beginning with 1936. Quarterly beginning with 1947. 21 
1
1!/ Carroll L. Shartle, Occupational Information. New York: Prentice-Hall 
1 Inc., 1946. p. 81. 
I ~ ~Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Part rt, Entry Occupational Classi-
fication, War Manpower Commission, Washington, D. C. 1944. 
;\ 21 Occupational Index Inc., New York University, Washington Square, New L York. 
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